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Maternal pregnancy is a problem in the Western Cape, South 

with an ac,:olIlpanYI high lnCIOe:nce of children with foetal alcohol 

spectrum disorder Little is known the neural correlates e;01{ern1t1le; the disorder 

that manifest as behavioural abnormalities and cognitive 

arithmetic calculation, repeatedly reported in affected children. 

particularly in 

The effect of ~.vuu~u. alcohol exposure on number processing in chiJdren was investigated in 

a functional resonance imaging (Meintjes et 2007). The results 

indicate significant in activation between and 

control children Exact Addition and Judgement tasks. This raised the 

of whether the groups of children differ in functional connectivity during the 

number processing tasks. 

the of this study was to !!"",Iv",, connectivity between functionally 

specialised brain areas in the previously collected fMRI data. The fMRI data of 14 controls 

and 7 children for Exact Addition and 15 controls and 9 alcohol-exposed 

children for was available for analysis. A primary aim was to determine 

normal functional in control children number and a secondary 

to investigate any differences in functional in children with FASD. 

Regions of interest chosen for functional analysis were extracted from fMRI 

activation maps based on their relevance in the number literature and imo01tallce 

in the findings and colleagues 

Model-based and functional conlllec:ti mapping techniques were studied and 

implemented on the fMRI data. The "t"·r_T'po,,,,., Correlation and Connectivity 

methods were based on simple correlation and linear regression Inter-region 

Correlation tested correlation between the average time series of "P""""'" of ,nt,,.rpct 

while Seed-voxel compared the average time series of a seed of interest 

with the time series of every voxel in the a statistical map 

areas significant functional connectivity to the seed region. 

Psychophysiological Interaction (PPI) analysis was used to determine which areas of the 

brain showed significant functional integration in the number prc~ce~;suig context. 

"""'A"«U<, mapping was also In\resltlglateCl. 

The pattern of fronto-parietal functional COllUf:cti seen in the control children's data 

both Exact Addition and Proximity Judgement tasks seems to agree with that expected 
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during number prcJcel.sirlg (e.g .. Chochon et Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000). A lack 

of predicted 

explained 

connectivity to the dorsolateral cortex may be 

unJeLUF;" in working memory tasks where children do not seem to 

activate a network of parietal and dorsolateral "' .. "'+rn .... t., cortex areas to the same as 

adults et 

The alcohol-exposed children showed less extensive functional connectivity, ll<Uu ..... uu 

fronto-parietal, when to that seen in the control children. This may some of 

the functional activation differences reported by et al. (2007), but the lack of 

statistical power to detect significant group differences the observation AU,"VAI'",A .. "'. 

and further studies with more alc:ohol-eX1JOS:ed are su~~gested. 

v 
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Glossary 

a priori model: a model based on ""~'\lil"\l": knowledge 

Acalculia: the '''-~''''J mathematical calculation 

Ag:en,esiIS: absence or failure of 'Vl111~'U\J'U 

Alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder (ARND): the <ilagnC)SlS of children with a 

history of maternal drinking during pregnancy, who exhibit or behavioural deficits 

but lack the facial abnormalities for the diagnosis of F AS 

AllltOlreere~.shre model: the estimation of the current value of a time series from a linear sum 

of past values 

BOLD a functional resonance imaging that T2* tissue 

contrast (which results from changes in blood oxygenation following changes in neural 

activity) 

Deoxyhaemoglobin: haemoglobin not combined with oxygen, i.e. reduced 

Diamagnetism: the magnetic property of a substance with an even number of protons and 

neutrons that causes it to be weakly from a field 

DyscalcuHa: the "' .. ,u", .... :1 in performing mathematical LlH"LI>",>U" 

Echo planar imaging: rapid switching of the linear field gradients a single RF 

pulse, to a raster-like in k-space 

Effective cOI1lUecti,rity 

1993a) 

'the influence one neuronal exerts over another' (Friston et al., 

Electroencephalography (EEG): measurement and registration of brain electric potentials 

recorded from electrodes attached to the (Stedman, 2000) 

Fisher z-transformation: the normalisation of the distribution of a correlation coefficient 

Flip the through which the net ma,gneulsatllOn vector is relative to the 

direction of the static magnetic field excitation 

fMRI Pl'leplroc:~,in:g: analyses np,-fn'm"I/·rI on the VUiS""W. fMRI data to remove confounding 

effects motion and low frequency and improve the signal-to-noise ratio to prepare 

the data for further 

Foetal alcohol .,n.~...tlM"'" disorder (FASD): a range of defects caused by n,"pn<:lt,,1 exposure 

to alcohol, cognitive and behavioural aellcrts 

x 
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Foetal alcohol (F AS): the most extreme form of foetal alcohol spectrum 

'''U'''F.U'U''''',\.L by a characteristic facial dysmorphology palpebral thin upper 

indistinct philtrum), small head circumference and growth retardation. 

Functional connectivity: 'the observed correlations between spatially remote 

neurophysiological events' et 

Functional integration: interactions between specialised brain regions 

Functional resonance imaging (fMRl): measurement and localisation of MRI 

signal over time 

Functional segregation: specialisation of functions within different brain ''-'I'',an,,, 

Gradient 

magnetic 

reversal of the direction of a linear field "r~'f1I1>nr to rephase the 

moments lose phase coherence over time) before signal acquisition 

.;. .. < ..... ,''''' .. causality (GeM): a functional and effective connectivity that 

maps the functional relationships in time between a seed and the rest of the 

characterising instantaneous and causal effects 

Granger causality: the use of temporal pn:cedellce information in time series to determine a 

direction of "'''''''''"''''.1 between them 

Gyromagnetic ratio: a unique constant for each of atom, which quantifies the 

relationship between the Larmor pre:ce~;SlClfi n:eq,uerlcv and strength of the applied Ul<l~m" .. " 

field y == 42.575 MHzIT for IH). 

Haemoglobin: a protein located in red blood cells that has a 

Hypoplasia: reduced formation 

affinity for oxygen 

Inter-region correlation: correlation analysis between the average time series of two ''''',''.u,,, 

of interest 

Inversion time time of the with a 1800 inversion 

IC-~'Da.ce: two-dimensional Fourier Transform or !;;OI.jU'CU\_y space 

Larmor frequency: the fi-",,.. .. ,,,, ... r',, 

external magnetic field 

pre:ce~;siclfi of a magnetic moment in an 

Magnetic resonance imaging vu.&~,. the application of nuclear A"Q1'.U."UV resonance to 

radiological imaging, creating high resolution anatomical images 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG): the measurement and recordinl! of the magnetic field of 

the brain (Stedman, 
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Microcephaly: abnormal smallness of the head 

Morphometric: to the measurement of or form 

Nuclear resonance: a resonance interaction of nuclei that have a magnetic 

moment placed in an magnetic field 

Oxyhaemoglobin: combined with oxygen 

Paramagnetism: the magnetic of a substance with an uneven number of ... rl"U",,, 

and neutrons that causes it to be attracted to a field 

Partial foetal alcohol syndrome (PFAS): a less extreme of FASD than full FAS, 

"U"'15>1'''''''''\.1 when there is confirmed exposure to alcohol before birth, the presence of two of 

the three principal facial anomalies associated with FAS and at least one additional deficit: 

small head cm:unltel'en<;e retardation or and I or behavioural 

Perfusion: flow of blood per unit volume of tissue 

Positron emission tomography (PET): the creation of tomographic U""'15"" revealing certain 

biochemical of tissue by computer of emitted when 

radioacti vely substances are incorporated into the tissue "".,.,una", 2000) 

Psychophysiological Interaction: a in the functional contribution of one brain area 

to another in response to a Cniin !!'t:: In eXJ)er:lm(~nt.al context 

Radio-frequency: the 104 
- lOll Hz range of U"" .. l'O" in the electromagnetic spectrum 

Repetition time (TR): the time between radio-frequency excitation pulses 

Seed-voxel an exploratory functional Pl"Tnmm mapping ,,_'"'uu,,"! that 

compares the average time series of a 

voxel in the brain 

of interest to the time series of every 

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT): tomographic of 

metabolic and functions in the formed computer 

""'!"IT"""'" of of a energy emitted by radionucIides administered in suitable 

form to the (Stedman, 

'erlilto2elll: an agent that causes abnormal"''''''''''''''' 

Time to echo (TE): the time between the radtio-.fre(lwenc:v excitation pulse and echo 

Tomography: the creation of an in a certain 

Volumetric: pertaining to the measurement of volume 

Xli 
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ARND 

BOLD 

CSF 

DCM 

DLPFC 

EEG 

EMF 

EPI 

FAS 

FASD 

fcMRI 

FID 

fMRI 

FWHM 

GCM 

GLM 

GRE 

HIPS 

LPFC 

MAR 

MEG 

MNI 

MR 

Abbreviations 

Alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder 

Blood level-dependent 

Cerebro-spinal fluid 

IVnl'lm',(' causal modelling 

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

Electroencephalography 

Electromotive force 

Echo 

Foetal Alcohol Syndrome 

Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 

Functional connectivity mapped with MRI 

Free induction decay 

Functional Magnetic Resonance lmligiIlg 

Full width at half maximum 

Granger Causality mapping 

General linear model 

Gradient echo 

Horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus 

Lateral prefrontal cortex 

Multivariate l'lnl'n"'><J1",3""I\/P 

Montreal !'IellroJlogllcal Institute 

Magnetic resonance 
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MRI Resonance 

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance 

PCS Precentral sulcus 

PET Positron Emission 

PFAS Partial Foetal Alcohol 

PFC Prefrontal cortex 

Posterior medial frontal cortex 

PPI Psychophysiological Interaction 

PSPL Posterior superior parietal lobule 

ReML Restricted maximum likelihood 

RF 

ROI Region of interest 

SEM Structural 

SPECT Single Photon Emission Computed 

SPM (1) statistical parametric map 

(2) Statistical Parametric Mapping 

TE Time to echo 

TI Inversion time 

TR Repetition time 

VIP Ventral intraparietal area in the cortex 

VPR Variable parameter regression 
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Jl 

Bo 

H 
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T 
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s(t) 

k 

Symbols 

magnetic dipole moment 

static "lahUl;;'''''"' field aIJIJll""" for malgnc~t1C resonance imaging 

potential energy associated with Jl in the presence of Bo 

Larmor frequency measured in radls 

Larmor frequency measured in Hz 

gyro magnetic ratio 

tesla 

net Hl<l'~Ho;;U;~<lLJ'UH vector 

net H1<l'hH<;;u;~aL,uH vector at \AI'"111L11 

transverse magnetisation ,",U.UI]'UU,;'U 

longitudinal magnetisation component 

radio-frequency pulse 

radio-frequency pulse 

flip 

mp_v~,rvl,na magnetic flux 

electromotive force 

"LfJ.U-"""'"'' relaxation time constant 

relaxation time constant 

rate of decay of transverse 

intl0I1[10j~enleity effects 

slice encoding linear field 5UA ...... """ 

treqm:mc:y encoding linear field ",r<.t1H'nt 

<;;U\,UUUlh linear field gnl014~nt 

governed by magnetic field 

received MR time signal (Le. in a sUluomu:y reference frame) 

demodulated baseband MR signal in a rotating reference frame) 

spatial-frequency, including k:x;, ky ( and k1.) components 

xv 
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r Pearson moment correlation coefficient 

z standardised sample correlation coefficient 

fJ parameter estimate in reg;reS:SlCm analysis 

measure of linear dependence between time series x and y in GeM 

measure UUl"''''''''''' influence from time series x to y in GeM 

measure of directed influence from time series y to x in GeM 

measure of instantaneous causality between time series x and y in GeM 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Alcohol is a teratogen; capable of causing abnormal foetal development. Foetal alcohol 

spectrum disorder (FASD) describes a continuum of defects caused by prenatal exposure to 

alcohol and can lead to cognitive and behavioural deficits in children (Stratton et aI., 1996; 

Mattson and Riley, 1996). 

Hoyme and colleagues (2005) describe specific criteria for diagnosing different degrees of 

FASD. Foetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), the most extreme form of FASD, is diagnosed by a 

characteristic facial dysmorphology (short palpebral fissures, thin upper lip, indistinct 

philtrum), as seen in Fig.(1.1), small head circumference and growth retardation. Partial FAS 

(PFAS) is diagnosed when there is confirmed exposure to alcohol before birth, the presence 

of two of the three principal facial anomalies associated with FAS and at least one additional 

deficit: small head circumference; growth retardation or cognitive and I or behavioural 

impairment. Alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder (ARND) is the term applied to 

children with a history of maternal drinking during pregnancy, who exhibit cognitive or 

behavioural deficits but lack the facial abnormalities required for the diagnosis of FAS 

(Stratton et aI., 1996). 

Figure 1.1: Short palpebral fissures, a thin upper lip and an indistinct philtrum are 

characteristic facial features of FAS 

1 
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FASD is difficult to UH"/;IlI""" in infancy and childhood because a history 

alcohol exposure may be the distinctive facial dysmorphology need not be exhibited 

and abnonnal behaviour could be confused with other disorders acooscm et 2008). 

Deficits in number prc;celsSlIlg and executive function are among the most 

reported problems U\;o."",/;uu. et 1991; 1994; et Poorer 

language, memory, and motor function are also frequently seen and 

In the Coloured cOlTIITmnity in Cape Town, South there is an tu"."",aHjI 

incidence of alcohol abuse and in women of age, very 

alcohol consumption pregnancy (Croxford and Viljoen, 1999) and consequently one 

of the Ill",;U"','" incidences of FAS in the world. The incidence has been estimated to be 18 to 

141 times than in the United States (May et al., 2000). This is therefore 

ideally suited to research of FASD. 

This forms of a 

neural substrates that mediate 

and treatment of the disorder. 

1.2 ,t""r<lt'I1"'" review 

initiative designed to advance our 

ultimately hoping to contribute to 

mOlerstan<.1l111g of the 

,.,..r ... """",ti diagnosis 

.L JU.' .... v •• v. Spectrum Disorder 

Prenatal exposure to alcohol was originally to cause and diffuse brain 

damage Mattson and Riley, 1996) because of the numerous cognitive and 

behavioural seen in children with FASD and 1998). Children with 

full FAS are mentally retarded < 70) but the range of intellectual disability 

varies (Streissguth et al., 1990; Mattson et It has been found that the 

IQ of children with ARND depends on the mother's age as well as alcohol '-'V1j'" ...... " •• vu 

pregnancy (Jacobson et al., 1994; 2004). Deficits in executive functions and arithmetic, 

in appear to be characteristic of the disorder et al., 1989; 1991; 1994; 

nnl'.I'll·,t"n/p. et 1996; Burden et Howell et 2006). However, number 

..... ", ..... "5 and ability remains intact et 1996) and the arithmetic 

2 
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has been shown to be independent of IQ et al., 1996; Carmichael Olson et aI., 

1998). Other difficulties children with FASD include deficits in verbal 

(Streissguth et al., 1989; Mattson et 1996; Coles et at, 1997; et 

2003), attention and working memory (Kodituwakku et al., 1995; Coles et at, 2002; 

Burden et al., 2005b; cognitive processing and response time 

''''''''''''''I".'''U< et aI., 1990; Jacobson et 1994; Coles et aI., 2002; Burden et 2005a), 

and eyeblink '-'v ............ v ..... ,F> 

studies with 

et 

aCQlbscmet 

1998), motor control \-"'" ... 1.1, ...... ". et 

2008). 

autopsy and 

neuroimaging investigations have determined that alcohol has a 

1998a; 

specific regions of the brain differentially. Neuroanatomical effects associated with 

FASD were initially identified from 

COInpJlete agenesis of the corpus 

and failure of certain cells to .. ~,..,._.

Clarren and 

results and include micrclcelphlUY partial or 

abnonnalities of the and brain stem 

embryonic development and 1973; 

Mattson, 2000). 

Structural magnetic resonance n""5'''5 (MRI), volumetric and mc)rplllOinelrtc of 

children with FASD extended observations to include 

of the parietal lobe, basal (especially the caudate nucleus) and cerebellum (Archibald 

et 2001). Mildly reduced perfusion of the left hemisphere, particularly the parietooccipital 

has been demonstrated photon emission I'r ... "' .... llt"'rl tc)m()gr:apl1lY 

and impairment of the arithmetic and logical-grammatical functions in that region 

\.fe .... "." ....... et al., 1999). 

Whole-brain surface based have allowed researchers to extract new, specific 

and detailed infonnation about the effects of exposure to alcohol on the brain (Riley 

et 2004). Results show anterior and inferior displacement of the of the 

corpus callosum, which connects the temporal and parietal lobes et at, 2001a). 

Reduction in the size of the ventral of the frontal cortex and n:;}1T(\1Il1lrICt of the inferior 

v"".",.:u and perisylvian with increased grey matter densities have been found 

et al., 2002a). A voxel-based morphometry analysis shows a disproportionate 

increase in grey matter cOlnpare:d to white matter in the left perisylvian cortices 

of the temporal and lobes et al., 2001b). Similarly, the cortical surface grey 

matter asymmetry typically found in the vv,,,..,,,,,. inferior t"."' .... r' .. "l lobes was shown to be 

3 
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altered in the brains of children with FASD et 2002b). The anterior and posterior 

inferior cerebellar vermal regions were found to be reduced in size and displaced (O'Hare et 

aI., excesses in cortical thickness have been reported in the bilateral 

terrlpOral, bilateral inferior and right frontal cortical (Sowell et 

It is the functional significance of any structural that may lead to an 

unaeI'sta,nCLmg of the cognitive and behavioural deficits seen in children with FASD. Previous 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies in children with FASD reported 

reductions in "" ... ,""""'" panc~tal and frontal cortical activity a memory 

task (Malisza et 2005) and reduced in left medial and pm;terlOr temporal cortices 

together with increased activity in right dorsal frontal cortex in a verbal 1 .. " ...... "0' 

et al., 2007). The vulnerability of the lobe to prenat,al alcohol 

exposure (Sowell et 2001b; Mattson, 2000) has been investigated by et al. (2007) 

using two number jJ".l'''''Oh'HJI,5 tasks. 

Number prOtCeE,smlg 

Acalculia and dyscalculia are the absence of and difficulty with performance of arithmetic 

"al" .... 'la .. 'Ul1, respectively. lesion studies were the only means of CLetemrunmg 

function (or lack in the brain. Dissociable of dyscalculia were discovered when 

different types of number processing tasks were administered to with differently 

located brain lesions and selective deficits were recorded and 

Chochon et 1999). For example, one of the symptoms of Gerstmann's 

sYtlUflome, which involves a lesion of the left inferior lobule, is a lack of quantitative 

numerical but with preserved knowledge of digit and rote learned 

arithmetic facts (Gerstmann, 1940; Dehaene et al., 1992). This finding suggested the 

.,...,,,wt,,nr·p of the inferior cortex in number pf()ceissing, but lesion size made it 

difficult to infer a location for this functional deficit (Chochon et 1999). 

~eurUlma.glll'g advances allowed the non-invasive study of brain function on a scale 

enough data for sound group statistical unlike previous lesion 

results (Chochon et al., 1999». A fronto-parietal network involving the bilateral inferior 

parietal cortex, cortices and anterior cingulate gyrus was consistently 

reported to be active during number 1."""''-''0'''>1''1'5 tasks Chochon et al., 1999; Stanescu-
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Cosson et al., 2000), involved in both IH"1;;111 .... \..'" representation and non-arithmetic task 

execution and error HH)'I11"'" 

A triple-code model for number n ... " .. '\n~"1'1 by Dehaene in 1992, based on data 

from lesion studies, animal studies and clinical normal and gifted adults. 

Neuroimaging findings allowed Dehaene and cOlleagu!~s to update the model in 2003. The 

model assumes that number system, the 

activation of which is dependent on the ul .. 6u1L .... "'''' and distance between the numbers being 

manipulated, a verbal system for word of numbers and a visual system for 

internal visualisation of Arabic nUlnel'WS and maintenance of VIsnO-So,aUal attention, 

Further studies revealed likely candidate brain areas for the above functions. 

Chochon and colleagues (1999) demonstrated that bilateral activation was 

present in a number comparison task '---0----'; than the left) and was 

a subtraction task (in·vnl"' ... ,,, 11laniplJllat.ion of "Iu,uu .. u .. l1 .. ",) than a Hnuupw ....... 'Vll 

task (reliant on rote learned facts accessible in verbal Stanescu-Cosson and 

(2000) found that there was greater bilateral activation during 

aplJfQXlflrtatLon than calculation and that the activation increased in with number 

111"'!',11 ...... ' ....... Concurrently, it was found that the angular gyrus was active bilaterally 

exact calculation with small numbers (Le, simple addition and AUU'''lIJU~.''''VllJ when the 

Menon and 

inclreaSiing the 

showed little or no activation lStam::sC1J-l:osson 

.. u,,, ....... ]';u ... '" (2000) discovered that with increasing arithmetic rfnnnllPV1 

number of operands), the bilateral activation of gyrus and 

sulcus increased. Simon and colleagues (2002) showed that the depth of the horizontal 

se~~ml;:nt of the intraparietal sulcus was activated solely during calculation and not 

other tasks, while the left angular gyrus was activated during both calculation and language 

~_._~v, ... ,.., tasks but not during visuo-spatial tasks, It was found that activation of the 

lobule was not specific to the calculation 

movement tasks too (Simon et 

Dehaene and .... "', ...... ".!', ...... '" (2003) identified three areas within the lobe that appear to 

distinct roles in number processing: the bilateral anterior section of the horizontal 

segmelnt of the sulcus (HIPS), the bilateral posterior superior lobule 

and the left gyrus which appear to be important for quantity 

attention and verbal processing of number, respectively. 
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VJU<JJUCC for the nrr,n(\~prl model includes the fact that the bilateral anterior HIPS 

is activated when a quantitative reJ:,re:5entatlOn of number is whether or not explicit 

magnitude processing follows (Eger et 2003). Also, the activation of the anterior HIPS is 

independent of the and notation used to ........ "''''~ Arabic numerals 

or sequences of and Cohen, Naccache and Ueihae:ne, 2001; Pinel et aI., 

2001). The bilateral PSPL is activated during number counting (Piazza et 2003) and a 

variety of vi suo-spatial including attention and mental rotation (Dehaene et 

aI., 2003). Dehaene and colleagues (2003) proposed that the PSPL is for number-

based attention, especially during number comparison et aI., 2001) and 

approximation tasks (Dehaene et aI., 1999) when it is necessary to attend to specific 

quantities on a quasi-spatial 'mental number line'. The left associated with the adjacent 

perisylvian language is activated in proportion to the verbal processing requirements 

of a number et 2000), for 

which is heavily on rote verbally encoded number facts 2003). It 

is also activated in other 

phoneme et 

of language mediated processes, for v",;UllIJl<> reading and 

2002; Dehaene et al., 

A fronto-parietal circuit is activated in the brains of number-competent macaque monkeys 

during number which appears to be to the number 

network identified 

electrophysiological studies of 

in humans et 

in the ventral intraparietal 

2002). 

area of the macaque 

monkey brain provide additional support for the existence of a brain region specialised for 

semantic of in man. The region is believed to be homologous to the 

anterior HIPS and Miller, Dehaene et 2004). Research in timing and 

of neuronal firing in macaque monkeys has shown that neurons fire in response to "iJ""'UJ''-' 

numerosities and that numerical information is frrst computed in the parietal cortex before 

being transmitted to the lateral prefrontal cortex (Nieder et at, Nieder and Miller, 2003; 

Dehaene et at, 2004). 

The frontal activations seen to accompany activations number processing 

tasks in man appear to have an important supportive witnessed for 

lesions to the prefrontal cortex result in a form of acalculia (Menon et aI., 2000; Delazer et al., 

2004). By task difficulty (by changing the rate of task presentation), Menon and 

colleagues found that inferior frontal activation was affected by the time pressure 
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ImJ)OS(~a rather than by the complexity of the calculations being '"VIUjJ' .... vu. The left precenltra.l 

sulcus (PCS) is activated in a that overlaps the strip at the coordinates of 

representation (Zago et a1., 2001). It has been that this activation may be 

related to the importance of in the of numerical knowledge. The 

nr",t.>r'"r medial frontal cortex (pMFC), which includes the dorsal anterior is also 

activated in number processing. This has been shown to be involved in continuous 

of (response decision and response errors and conflicts) 

(Ridderinkhof et 2004). Any error detection by the pMFC 

appear to be implemented by the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). 

Badre and Wagner (2004) have shown that the middle areas of the dorsolateral oretrolnta.l 

cortex (DLPFC) are activated when selection between responses is required, 

particularly with reference to the of the task. Ridderinkhof and colleagues (2004) 

suggest functional connections between the and PFC due to their 1-...... n,,,>ntlh, 

observed concomitant and interdependent 

The two core number processing abilities of the brain are magnitude number 

comparison "which number is - "which of two numbers is 

closer to a third number?") and exact calculation (e.g. addition, subtraction, mUltiplication) 

(D(~halene and 1997; Menon et Feigenson et 2004). By ImlP.lellllellOI1lg 

two number tasks, Exact Addition and Judgement, in a functional 

neuroimaging study, Meintjes and colleagues (2007) determined that normal control children 

activate an expected fronto-parietal network Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000), while 

activations in children with FASD differ slgnulcanuy from those observed in controls. 

In both number tasks, the fronto-parietal network activated in the control group 

consists of the left posterior HIPS, bilateral precuneus, bilateral DLPFC, bilateral pMFC, left 

PCS and bilateral anterior differing only in the activation of the anterior HIPS, which 

is lateralised ud:gernellt and left lateralised during Exact Addition. 

Children with FASD show sigml:llcaJnt1~ less activation of the left HIPS both 

tasks. In addition, Proximity ua1l:em,ent, FAS I PFAS children show less 

activity to controls in the anterior and left but significantly 

greater activation of bilateral precuneus and posterior cingulate. During Exact Addition, 

the children with FASD show increased activation of areas not typically linked to number 

processing, such as the bilateral cuneus I calcarine sulcus, anterior cerebellum, and thalaJlllus. 
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This aims to investigate the of the neural pathways during number 

processing in normal children compared to children with FASD. 

1 Connectivity 

Lesion studies and p.y,.\",r'tnP'nt" on non-human mammals Lawler and 1987) led 

to the belief that the brain is compartmentalised into areas specialised for performing a 

task (Biichel and 2000). As for the of the 

brain were (e.g. intracranial electrode recordings, nontomographic xenon-B3 

inhalation (Prohovnik et 1980) and (EEG», the of 

functional integration has 2003). The discovery of non-invasive 

v~u.aO'HO 'V"'H1U\.l'''~'' (e.g. positron emission tomography (PET) and has allowed 

the measurement of functional throughout the volume of the brain (Horwitz, 

The concepts of functional and effective connectivity were introduced 

1991) and formalised (Friston et at, 1993a; 1993b) to quantify the 

... ",,,,,,,.,, & Preissl, 

of interactions 

between brain Functional connectivity is defined as 'the observed 

correlations r""I'IAIP"n spatially remote neurophysiological events' et aI., 

In fMRI, simultaneous variations in blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) 

the existence of 

ntel:deJ)emlen!~e of 

of correlation 

is simply a 

statement about the observed correlations in <> ... t1\111", without maKm,g any direct inferences 

indicate UV'UV"V'~':! ,"",,,u,,,,.:! in cerebral blood flow and thprpt,nrp 

et aI., 2000). The functional connections at the neuronal level 

functionally related brain can be determined by vw' .... ulawlu" 

nel:Wf~n regional fMRI time series et at, 2000). Functional ,",V'."'''''vUY 

about mediation among the correlations (Friston et 1993a). 

i".1TprfllJP connectivity is defined as 'the influence one neuronal system exerts over another' 

(Friston et 1993a). It is £lVI' ,,", 1 (':. "'-~"""J and tlnle-IOe[)en,ae:ot "', ..... ,,"'''''' in 

function across the brain 1998). Effective connectivity measurements on the 

to resolve a delay in activation between regions (measured in milliseconds at the 

neuronal level), H''"'' ..... '' ... ,]'; causality of function Therefore, the 

mplenlenctatllon of effective cormectHrHV differs from that of functional COlrmt:::ctlVI practical 

which relies on instantaneous correlations \..u""U'~l and 2000). Many methods of 

effective connectivity information from neurophysiological data are model-based 
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structural and causal modelling) the results 

aeltleIlla on the anatomical accuracy, computational and ability to the 

model (Friston et Marrelec et aI., 2006). Some methods 

initial stages of 

are data-driven and exploratory in nature, useful in the 

"'''''F.''''U,",'U if little is known from the literature about the functional 

J'\.Ut:urUiI;;CK ef al., 2005). network being studied 

In order to compare results between and across different signal 

modes fMRI), a understanding of the basis 

of the 2003). The different of data differ in and 

resolution and different preprocessing and computational for the 

analysis of interregional dependencies. The results are only as valid as the model ,",II'''''','', 

time series preparation, statistical assessment and neural substrate assumed and 

'U'11'UI.,.. 2006; Horwitz, 

Correlation is a simple method for measuring functional connectivity, originally used in the 

of data from multiunit electrode recordings, which can be 

applied to neuroimaging data (Biichel and Friston, 2000). The amount of correlation between 

two average fMRI time series quantifies the functional between two of 

interest (ROIs). the cross correlation between the average fMRI time 

series of an ROI and the fMRI time series of every other voxel in the brain, a map of 

areas functionally connected to the ROI (Arfanakis et 2000) . 

.. ""'i>LUI'''' functional cOll1m~ctl:V1ty ITlaPlDea with MRI ,._ .. ~.~L' measures functional COll1n<::cti 

across the brain during rest 2000). in 

intensity in the areas that are H.u' .... "VU,.U] connected, and 

which tend to activate the performance of a task. Although the 

has been found to be L"'U"U~""', bulk motion and low aliasing can p".,,,,,,,,, 

a (Cordes et al., 2000). 

Pure correlation analysis may mcorrectlji show functional connections where there are, in 

common inputs (Biichel and 2000). Therefore, correlation analysis has been 

to measure direct correlation between once the effects of common 

influences have been removed U"UH,,''''''''' et aI., 2006). 
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linear between time series of interest yields information about the 

functional between regions. For if the activity (i.e., haemodynamic 

_ .. _~.", .. ~ in the BOLD of one is on the activity of a second the 

re~~e!,Sl()ll coefficients reflect the variability in the first that can be explained in terms 

of the in the second region et 

A vector of rp.OTp.~:"Ill.n coefficients from linear regression analyses estimates the 

effective contributions to an ROJ from r"'Cr1 .... "C across the brain (Buchel and 2000). 

Areas of the brain that have similar of activation during the progress of the 

eXlperiment are considered to be functionally connected. Even though a linear model is used 

to estimate anon-linear physiological jJ1J''''U\J'1Ji~iUV.U, it has been shown that linear 

reJ2;re~;Sl(m ".ITr"I""U'ntlv explains brain function in response to 'simple and 

and Friston, 

the many inputs to an ROJ do interact with one another. 

and independent as assumed by linear models (Friston, 1998). 

are not 

'heJret()re. the linear 

model has been extended to include mo.dulatc)ry effects between regions. Vectors of 

and 'modulatory' regression coefficients are interpreted as measures of connection strength 

for the paths between brain (Biichel and Friston, 2000). The method is 

sufficient for calculating effective to a single region at a 

models are necessary when more ROls are introduced. 

but more 

each 

contribution is incorrectly assumed to be constant over the range of activation for the duration 

of the experiment (Biichel and 2000). 

Variable parameter regression that connectivity is not constant over the 

whole range of activation for the duration of the experiment and that there will be differences 

between times of 'activation' and 'non-activation' (Buchel and Friston, 2000). 

I:'S~'ChOpltly8:1010gJlCaJ Interaction 

is a means of nu·>nt,.hn 

first proposed by Friston and colleagues 

functional mt(~grab(m within the brain. A in the 

functional contribution of one brain area to another in response to a change 

in experimental context ('psychological') is termed a PPJ (Friston et The technique 

has been used for connectivity of both tMRI and PET nellrOJlm~lglIlg data. A limlitirlg 
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factor of the PPI is that it is based on instantaneous equations and does 

not the information contained in the time data. This restricts the 

to functional connectivity as nothing can be concluded about the causality relating 

the detected (Roebroeck et aI., 2005). 

More regions of lnt,"'TPct and non-linear modulatory effects have been included in structural 

and 2000; Gonzalez-Lima and McIntosh, 

in the fields of economics, psychology and social sciences and 

1997), SEM is a designed to quantify path connectivity between pre-selected 

re.ll(10I1S of interest. Applied in the field of SEM tests the of fit of an 

anatomical model with assumed directed connections et al., 2004) to the observed 

covariance structure. The covariance structure describes the degree of relatedness between 

regions and 1997) and the free in the model the 

connection Although the technique is non-linear modulations can be 

inferred by comparing models with and without a modulatory influence or including non-

linear variables in the model (Biichel and of the method 

include a limit to the number of that can be modelled due to computational expense, 

and the absence of temporal modelling (Ramnani et al., 2004). 

<UJIJll\;"'" to EEG and magm:toe:ncc~ph.alogI (MEG) data lKa,mn:anl et 2004), 

multivariate utGlre!rreliSnle (MAR) models use the <"'1111''-'''''' structure of a network of voxel-

based fMRI time series to infer information about interregional et at, 

2003). The current values of many (Le. time series are estimated from a linear 

sum of past values (i.e. an and therefore effective connectivity to one 

region in the network is estimated from the historical influence of all other 

Depending on the requirements of the experiment, the MAR model may contain every region 

connected to every other region, or, like SEM, have fewer connections based on anatomical 

and I or functional information (Harrison et 

causality mapping is an aPl)U()atllOn of MAR in the context of 

1969; Oc,e,lVc"",,_ 1982). Temporal and information inherent in fMRI 

time series data is exploited. GeM maps the functional relationships in time between a seed 

region and the rest of the brain and does not rely on a priori model. The connectivity maps 

characterise both instantaneous effects between coactivated brain functional 

and causal effects effective connectivity) over time '-',">CU'''l et 
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2003). j.JlJ~I"C;U, non-instantaneous effects occur if changes in one region effect 

changes in a second region at a later point in time. 

Unlike previous dynamic causal modelling (DCM) was developed esp1eclauy for the 

analysis of functional data (Ramnani et 2004) and between 

neurodynamics (where non-linear and dynamic changes occur) and haemodynamics (where 

........ ,"1'>'", are observed) (Friston et al., 2003). A neuronal model of cortical re}"!;lOT1S 

is subjected to eXI)efllmfmt~lH 

are distributed throughout the 

"''''<''15'1''''"' driving and 111\J'I.1UI<HIJI inputs, the effects of which 

Any changes in neuronal activity are convolved with 

the local haemodynamic response to cause the measured fMRI time series response (Buxton, 

Friston et al., The difference the and measured data is 

minimised a non-iterative, non-linear fitting process. The resultant neurodynamic 

parameters are interpreted as measures of effective connectivity, quantifying interregional-

and self-connections et al., DCM relies on the design of 

multifactorial experiments combining two or more factors within a task, for ,,,,,,",'-'lAin,,, 

visual and auditory stimuli) with enduring modulatory inputs attention or non-attention 

to the cues while the visual to useful effective 

results et 2003). 

It is possible for functional connectivity to be negative, indicating an inverse relationship 

between in different brain regions. that activate goal-directed 

like memory, have been found to exhibit connectivity with 

that de-activate the same tasks (Raichle et 2001; 2007). These have 

been referred to as the 'default mode network' believed to be responsible for 'intrinsic 

functional high energy demands of the brain by 

transient evoked task performance et aI., 2007), 

Das et aI. that 'breakdowns in the interactions between brain may be 

related to the affect-related and therefore, about 'normal' COlrJ.mx:tJ,vIt:v 

in the brain and where the children with F ASD differ may help in understanding the disorder 

better. Previously-collected fMRI data was used for connectivity This limited the 

of analyses I'v"O>u" .... , and, for effecti ve .... v,'"''_'"''' analyses, which a 

particular eXI,erlm(~ntal could not be 

tecnmQU!~s of correlation and linear regression, hil'W""'''''"'' 

The functional connectivity 

allow the extraction of simple 

meaningful information about functional integration between brain ''''i''.''Jll1>, 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Magnetic Imaging Theory 

2.1.1 Signal, Encoding and Image 

Discovered in 1946 by two physics research groups led by E. Purcell and F. Bloch, nuclear 

""".J',""-''"' resonance applied to radiological forms the basis of IU"'O"', .. ..., 

resonance ......... 6A"6 (Bushberg et 2002). As the name NMR involves the 

of appropriate nuclei in a magnetic field to witness a resonance 

phenomenon. The word 'nuclear' has been omitted from the name 'MRl' to avoid confusion 

with another medical I1U"'01110 technique, nuclear rnpn"",np which involves AV"'''''''!S radiation. 

Nuclei that have an uneven number of nucleons (Le. protons and neutrons) have net angular 

momentum and an associated moment Jl that causes them to with and 

nrt"'''''''''' about an field. relevant of such nuclei 

include hydrogen-I, carbon-13 and phosphorous-31. The hydrogen or , is 

most often imaged with MRl due to its abundance of 63% in tissue water and natural 

abundance of 99.985%. 

Randomly oriented protons that are placed in an external magnetic Bo, (typically of 

magnitude 1.5 T or 3 T in medical applications) interact with the field to the 

nuclear Zeeman relationship 

H= (2.1) 

where H is the potential energy associated with a magnetic dipole moment Jl in the presence 

ofBo• 

The equation the motion of a IU"'O"""\# momentJl placed in a field Bo is 
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The field exerts a x Bo on the magnetic dipole moment which causes JI to precess 

about the direction of Bo (assumed to be the longitudinal, z-direction) at the Larmor 

frequency by 

or 

B 
21r 0 

(2.4) 

which is proportional to the strength of the local magnetic field. }' is the gyromagnetic ratio 

and is a constant for each of atom }' :::: 42.575 MHzIf for in a 

U""J<,'"'''''' field of 1.5 the resonance frequency of lH is calculated to be 63.86 MHz. Once 

equilibrium has been established, summation of the millions of precessing magnetic dipole 

moments in the sample results in a weak net magnetisation vector, Mo, to the applied 

field Bo (Buxton, 2002), as illustrated in 

(RF) pulse, BRF, of the form 

transmitted perpellwl;::uliaI' to the direction of the main magnetic field Bo and oscillating at the 

Larmor precession frequency (J)L, will 'excite' the magnetisation. The protons in the sample 

absorb energy (a resonance effect that would not occur at any other frequency) and once the 

RF pulse has been turned release that energy in order to return to an equilibrium state. 

The effect is that the net vector M is tipped into the transverse 

plane some in a transverse that 
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precesses about tbe longitudinal axis at tbe Larmor frequency once 

as illustrated in Fig.(2.1b). 

has been turned off, 

The flip a is determined by the duration of the RF pulse. A ~u··oegre~ 

as the time for which must be aI.lIJU~"" to tbe magnetisation vector M 

emuellV into the transverse plane) and is 

Similarly a 1Su··ael!f€~e pulse rotates M .. ~.~~,..u until it is 

is defined 

90° (i.e. 

(2.6) 

to the external 

magn(~tlc field and there is no transverse ""'1"."""'''"''''11.1'' component, Mxy. The time required 

for this inversion is by 

1& 
tn = . 

rBl 
(2.7) 

According to law of induction 

E= (2.8) 

rotation of the transverse m~lgnetlSatlOn vector, causes a time-varying magnetic 

that induces a proportional electromotive force EI, in a transversely aligned receiver 

coil. This EMF is tbe MRI and is called a free induction decay (Fill). It includes 

contributions from all transverse in the sample (Buxton, 2002). 

Once the RF pulse has been switched off, tbe magm:tis:aticm vector will with tbe main 

magnetic field, as illustrated in Fig.(2.lc). The rate of of the longitudinal 

is by the spin-lattice relaxation time constant that 

U"'IIJ"'l'Ui> on tbe interaction of the with the lattice. is defined as the time taken for tbe 
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longitudinal to relax to 63% of its maximum value Mo. Protons in different 

chemical environments, such as grey matter and fluid have different 

rate constants that are to produce contrast (Matthews, 2001). 

The FID is an exponentially decaying signal due to the of the Pl""''''''''U'o 

dipole moments 2002). At a level, the individual protons eXI)eriefl(~e 

different local magnetic fields and therefore each magnetic dipole moment precesses at a 

slightly different rate, a loss of coherence over time. At a level 

this manifests as a time dependent reduction in the transverse Mxy 

that is the relaxation time constant T2• is defined as the time taken 

for of the MRI signal to decay due to dephasing. Relatively fixed protons in 

have short T2 time constants due to fast dephasing of 

whereas relatively mobile in water) have time constants as individual 

spins experience an average local magnetic field and lose phase coherence slowly (Bushberg 

et at, 2002). 

.. 
Bo 

>-----""y 
M 

x 

(a) (b) (c) 

regrowth (TI) and transverse magnetisation M;ry. decay (T?) on the relaxation of magnetisation 

""""+"',""">I'i before and 

contributions to the signal from different 

As seen in Eq.{2.3), the frequency of 

'"'''''''''''' is used to differentiate the 

in the sample in order to produce an 

<O"""""'UU of each proton is proportional to the local 
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magnetic field that it experiences. Three linear field graoleltlts, 

and Gz (illustrated in Fig.(2.2), superimposed on the main field at different times 

the pulse sequence, are used to produce small variations in the local magnetic field 

experienced by protons at different positions. This will affect their preces:sio>nal rrelqll(~nCleS 

and can be used to locate them. 

The slice efl(~oom~ 6"''''''''-'''L, is QVIJU"'''' p!~rpen(liC1,da:r to the imaging plane during the RF 

is "'VfJ"'-,'"' in the 10I1lg1tudinal z-dlirectil[)n. it causes the resonance pulse. For ",,",,<uUf""", 

trel~uenC11~s of the 

of a sinc-like RF 

_~ ... __ ." et 2002). ApJ:llIcatlon 

.... v,"'UJ.u tr'an~,tol1nS into a rectangular-like in the 

frequency domain, therefore exciting only those protons for which the resonance 

condition is fulfilled. The "t,.~.nn1" .. and bandwidth of the RF are chosen 

Q"",Vl'UlUll5 to the '('-IJ'Ui>JLLl'-'U and thickness of the slice of interest. The resonance condition is 

only satisfied for a small band of frequencies and therefore a small band of tissue protons is 

excited. 

linear field gradients Gx and Gy in the x- and Y-(lm;~ct1on:s, ""<:.",."l"t, exact 

Cartesian coordinates for the position of a certain signal contribution may be established. The 

Gx• is applied to encode cross sectional rreqw:mc:y 

causes the frequency to vary as a function of position the The 

encoding gradient, Gy• is applied after slice selection but 

certain 

The 

of time to encode a particular phase distribution of the 

acquisition, for a 

along the y-axis. 

the frequency. the more phase is acquired by the 

re}:)eateO for n different phase encoding 

where n :::.:; m, achieves encoding in the 

17 
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The received MRI time s,(t) (i.e. from a reference contains 

contributions from all Dre:ce~.smli! transverse ma:gneUiSatllon in the volume of interest 

2002), explreSS4~ as 

(2.9) 

The demodulated baseband signal s(t) 

Oh) can be written 

from a reference rotating at the Larmor frequency 

(2.10) 

( ) - L r ( ) -i2K[k,(t)X+k y (th]dxd 
S t - .Iy m x, y e y , (2.11) 

and Y)}1 (2.12) 

where k" and k}. are Sp~lt1aHl'eqluerICY variables and time integrals of the <Tf">I",,,,nT waveforms 

Gxand it can be seen at any 

s(t), is the two-dimensional Fourier Transform of m(x, at some k. 

it is 1-'''0''''''''.'''' to locate the m~lgneti:sat:ion contribution at (x, y) a two-

dimensional inverse Fourier transformation of the MRI to create an MRI image. Two-

dimensional Fourier Transform space is referred to as k-space. It contains the raw, digitised 

MRI data. Each row contains the ma:gniltU(ie and information for a value 

of the encoding grlllttU!nt, Gy- h"'1",,,tn,rp for every "'I"OUt:.Vll of the pulse sequence with 

a different value of to a different value of ky), another row of frequency 

encoded data is entered into until enough data has been collected for the desired 

resolution to be achieved once the image has been reconstructed. An of data 

and its associated is illustrated in Because k is defined as the time ""''',,'''''' of 
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the ~nlUl!::m waveform G, the order in which K-spac:e is filled is determined by 

.. U,,,"UUA,,- in the pulse sequence. The is two-dimensional 

order of 

kx x ky} 

unless is performed in the slice z-direction as well, resulting in a three-

dimensional x ley x kz) grid and corresponding 

(a) (b) 

2.1.2 Functional MRI 

Unlike structural MR uu,al5111l5, functional magn(~ttc resonance imaging (fMRI) is 

capturing how the MRI signal changes over in response to some task. Brain <Ull,",ULVll 

results from electrochemical transfer of information among neurons. Nerve impulses are 

propagated nerve fibres and between neurons, chemically, by means of 

netlfotraillsnllitt:ers at synapses. Neuronal activity energy, which, according to Gjedde 

(2001), is mostly used at and is provided by oxidative metabolism of glucose. An 

increased oxygen demand is supplied and surpassed by cerebral blood 

resulting in an increased concentration of oxyhaemoglobin in local venous blood. 

The magnitude of the MR oel:>erlOS on the local magn(~ttc environment of the nuclear 

mrlOnI10!~en.eltleS cause rapid del)halsinlg of 

and the:refbre a decrease in 

spins. External 

relaxation time constant 

19 
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The ha(~m~()globjLD in red blood cells is an intrinsic MRI contrast is 

~"~'~U"E> the applied Tl'"",c.n,>t1f' field to be attracted and the .. " •. s"'.u .... flux lines to 

increase. The field distortions around blood vessels containing a high proportion of 

deoxyhaemoglobin cause faster decay of transverse 'u~'su"""'"" in surrou:ndJing tissue 

to reduced T2*) and reduced (Buxton, 2002). 

However, the increased concentration of oxyhaemoglobin in local venous blood after 

increased neural activity, causes the proportion of to be reduced. 

Oxyhaemoglobin is field distortions and in a 

MR from surrounding tissue with increased 

In summary, neural activity indirectly determines the state of haemoglobin in 

local blood which in tum determines the U""5"""'" environment of that blood and the 

MR from sUfrmmdmQ tissue et 1993). The fMRI that vA ~,. .. ,.." 

the tissue contrast that results from changes in blood oxygenation is called blood 

oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) imaging. 

The BOLD fMRl is related to neural events the hac~m()<1j1'naJml(:s. The 

response to neural activity is a delayed, temporally and spatially smoothed 

version the stimulus. Neural activity occurs at a temporal resolution of milliseconds but the 

haemodynamic response generally lasts to 18 s. Therefore, it is impossible to capture the 

.u.' ... .,"'LU'S of neurons fMRI ........... v.,,""'" to Matthews (2001), neurons 

work to~~etller as functional agliZ,regal:es, which are enough to be 'lu,.};,,", ... 

The in BOLD fMRI associated with neural activity are of the order 0.5 - 3% 

at 1.5 T. As the main field is ...... ,.", .. ,"' .. , the to noise ratio increases (5 - 15% at 4 T) but 

the occurrence of magnetic susceptibility artefacts and physiological noise also increase. The 

relatively low values of the to noise and contrast to noise ratios are improved by 

repetition of stimuli, which reduces the amount of variance in the results (Matthews, 2001). 

Unlike conventional resolution structural MR imaging, at most, a few rows of k

space are for every RF pulse, functional MR fast 

"''''U'U'U to reduce motion artefacts and increase tPn-,,,,,,,",, resolution et al., 1993). 

20 
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Fast acquisition is achieved by filling multiple rows of k-space for every RF pulse. The most 

common k-space used for f!\.1RI at 1.5 T is shot, echo echo 

planar 2002), where the entire is filled with every RF 

of the EPI pulse sequence and corresponding "'-"'lJi1~,O;:; grid are illustrated in 

LVLLv,nu,", a single RF EPI involves swltcJtlln9: of the linear 

The ...... <.rI.,'nt sWltclhm.!! cc)rr(~sPlon(ls to a raster-like trajectory in k-Sl0ace. in 

_'''J~'',,, data being collected after a single excitation to produce a low spatial resolution but 

temporal resolution Gradient echoes provide rephasing. The time available 

for is limited by the of the due to Tz* attenuation. Decay 

in the to reduced k-space values, and 

therefore spatial of the EPI is limited to the order 

of approximately 100 ms. 

f!\.1RI data is three dimensions (x, y, z) and time. The time series of 

a voxel (volumetric is the average of all the in a small 

volume of space centred at an (x, y) coordinate in a particular slice (z) (Biichel and Friston, 

2000; Buxton, 2002). 

An fMRI experiment involves the design and implementation of a ... ",,,,,I1,(\ ... h\1I""" 

An protocol of of stimulus and control task is to a 

subject lying still in the MR scanner. f!\.1RI data is acquired using an EPI pulse sequence, for 

the duration of the 2001). The number of UUU!;"" 

acquired per slice is determined by the of functional PV'!\Pr1tTl,pnt and desired tpnrlnru·,,1 

resolution. The number of slices is particular to the MR scanner and on the 

instrumentation size restrictions and the time (TR). software is used to 

preprocess the data and overlay the functional images on a high resolution three-dimensional 

structural image acquired during the same scanning session. 

The collected f!\.1RI data is statistically analysed slice by slice, voxel by voxel, to determine 

whether there are correlations between the individual and the 

haemodynamically convolved stimulus. The linear model (GLM) is used to model the 

data as a linear combination of task contributions and random noise. Univariate tests are 
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n'''"T,.,,-rn''11 at every voxel and least squares analysis used to calculate ::Ir::l1l1P,t"r estimates 

that provide best fit to the data (Friston et aI., 1995). Voxels that show slgnlIJlCall1r 

correlation with the stimulus imply si.e,nitJica]nt activation of the part of the brain represented 

the voxeJ during the stimulus relative to the control task. The information is onto 

a high resolution structural MR image of the brain. Such a statistical map (SPM) 

illustrates where in the brain information is processed (Friston et aI., 1997). Group 

may be performed once individual data has been into a common brain 

space (e.g. the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) average brain and Talairach atlas 

(Talairach and Tomoux, 1988» or a customised template for the group cif interest (Matthews, 

2001). 

RF 

G,,-___ '" 

ADe 

(a) 

.............................••........... · · .••••.•........••••......•••.......•...••. · · .......•..••....•.••.........••.•.••....•• · · ..•.••.......•..••... 
••.•.......•••....... ' · ' • 

.••..•....••.••.•.... · ....... . ......••••.......••........... : 

(b) 
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Connectivity Theory 

mt~r-Ie!lJlOn Correlation 

The functional connectivity between aW1lVILW";l1IIY distinct regions of interest may be assessed 

by lu",a"LUHj,~ simultaneous occurrences of in response to some stimulus 

correlation 

Correlation is a method of quantifying the strength of a linear between two 

variables (Van Belle et aI., 2004). The variables x and y are standardised to u and v, 

respectively, 

U -i-

to remove the effects of units and constant offsets by 

the standard deviation, where 

The sample Pearson product moment correlation coefficient r, 

13) 

the mean and dividing by 

(2.15) 

r = ----r============ = IlL Uj Vj , 
n-

(2.16) 
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is based on the fact that the products of the standardised variables yields a net 

result if the variables vary to~~etller are therefore positively ~'~'~~H a net 

result if one of the variables increases while the other de<~re;ase:s and vice versa (and are 

therefore negatively correlated); and a result near zero if the variables are not related linearly 

Belle et al., 

The santple correlation coefficient r, however, does not have a normal distribution. Applying 

the Fisher z-transformation 

z -2-1nC~~)= arctan h(r) 

"'IU"";:;'_" the distribution to a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance (Van Belle 

et 2004). Due to the srarloarOI it is IJU~,;:'lUlv to compare z-correlation values from 

different analyses. 

An eXIll11]ple showing a nn~:1tnIP correlation association is illustrated in The scatter 

of the of time series two versus that of time series one for every point in time 

shows the correlation between variables. Using least squares, a straight line is fitted through 

the data points of the scatter plot in Fig.(2.5(b». The of the straight line quantifies the 

relationship between the variables and its Slgmfilcllllce may be int,>rnlrpt,·'; in the sante way as 

the ;:'!):;'Ulllvrulvv of the correlation coefficient (Van Belle et 

24 
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The normalised correlation coefficient :l;-~;I,;o.re I and of the best fit line both .. _ .... ~ •. , the 

relationship between the time series being compared. selecting which measure is 

most appropriate for a analysis seems to on the amount of error associated 

with the measurements of the time series being Errors of measurement cause 

attenuation of correlation between variables (Van Belle et 2004). It appears that the noise 

sensitive z-score is most useful when with similar amounts of 

measurement error while the slope value is most when comparing with 

different noise i.e. where one time series has less error than the other 

in the Y == bX. This is because the slope estimate assumes zero 

noise in the independent variable X and, as such, is a more appropriate measure when 

an averaged quantity that, will have less noise than a single measurement. 

Inter-region Correlation involves correlation analysis of the average within-task time series of 

two activation clusters of interest. Since these two averages will have the same 

amount of noise associated with 

useful when a nV1DorneSlS of 

it is appropriate to use the z-score. The method is most 

model is available for 

If information about functional connections to a particular of interest is not available 

or a model cannot be an exploratory techutqule is necessary for de1ter:minirlg 

general connectivity to a of interest. 

Seed-voxel Connlectlvit:y 

Seed-voxel Connectivity is an exploratory mapping technique that is used in deter:mining 

functional connectivity to a seed of interest. The average time series of a single 

of interest is compared to the time series of every voxel in the brain. Because the time series 

of an ROI has been it will have less noise associated with it than 

the time series of a single voxel. the best fit line's value that, unlike the z-

score, is less affected by the noise at each voxel, is used to the relationship between 

the time series of an ROI and that of a voxel. 

linear regression between two time series Xi and Xk is 

26 
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(2.18) 

where the principle of least squares is used to ensure that the difference between the observed 

and (Xi) is i.e. 

(2.19) 

The regression Pik (parameter estimate) describes the contribution of activity Xk at 

k (explanatory to Xi at variable). Cont()UDIOlIlg 

effects such as global and motion are included. in the matrix G. The random error term 

ej is assumed to be normally distributed. (Friston et aI., 1997; Van Belle et 2004). 

Because only two time Xi and Xk, are present, a test of the null I1YI)otll1esls Pik = 0 to 

determine whether the regression is significant is equivalent to a test to determine whether the 

correlation between Xi and Xk is significant, and therefore amounts to a test for signiiicaJ!1t 

functional between i and k (Friston et aI., 1997, Van Belle et 2004). 

Two theoretically equivalent approaches can be used to create a Seed-voxel Connectivity 

map. the best fit line between the within-task time series of every voxel in the 

brain compared. to the average within-task time series of the seed the slope values can 

be displayed. on a statistical parametric map at a particular threshold. 

Alternatively, by the activity Xk at region k as an explanatory variable in the general 

linear model and "'".up .... u.;; its contribution to the activity Xi for every voxel in the brain (i.e. 

the of this can be tested. and displayed as an SPM 

1997). 

Psychophysiological LL .. '''J.UOv''-,JU" 

27 
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Psychophysiological Interaction (PPI) analysis is a of Seed-voxel Connectivity, 

quantifying functional integration within the brain specifically in terms of the eXI?erim,ental 

context et 1997). 

PPI determines which areas of the brain significantly covary in with the 

of interest a cognitive task (Friston et al., Boksman et 

2005). Unlike linear between the time series of two of interest, PPls 

are specifically in terms of the et aI., 2005). 

If all brain regions are included in the statistical model, together with other assumptions, the 

'"""""0'''5 neuronal contributions can be in terms of effective When 

fewer relltlOtlS are included in the model for computational the influence is 

interpreted in terms of contributions between ""'~lUUi). rather than connectivity 

et al., 1997). 

PPls differ from both psychological and physiological interactions. Psychological interactions 

only involve factors in explaining localised ""H;<Ul~;""'" in brain activity. The 

is used to determine which areas of the brain covary in activity with the 

interaction between different conditions. For example, an experiment involving 

attention and non-attention (g,,) to varying presentation rates of auditory stimuli (gr) is 

""t'r"t.>(j in the psychological interaction reeTe~;sicm equation 

= g, x + (2.20) 

where gr and g" are vectors and the interaction (g, x g,,) is an element by element product 

and ga' The main effects and g.,), the interaction term x ga), and matrix of G, 

are explanatory variables in Eq.(2.20) and ei is an error term. The re}l:re~;si(m coefficient 

quantll1c~s the contribution of the psychological interaction (gr x to the Xi at region 

i. 

physiological interactions involve the interactions between 

neurophysiological measurements from certain brain and their influence on the 

activity in another brain (Friston et 1997). As an example, the activities X., and Xb 

28 
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at regions a and b, respectively, can be shown to contribute to the activity at region i using 

the interaction equation 

(2.21) 

where x" and Xb are vectors of MRl at a and b, for every time 

point and the interaction x Xb) is an element by element product of x" and Xb' The main 

effects and Xb), the interaction term x Xb), and matrix of confounds, G, are explanatory 

variables in Eq.(2.21) and €j is an error term. The coefficient Pi the 

contribution of the Yi>1!JIV,1',l,-"al interaction (x" x Xb) to the Xi at i. 

PPls an interaction between both "'''nu,'''''' ..... and physiological 

variables in elsewhere in the brain. that 

significantly covary with the psychophysiological interaction are considered to be 

functionally connected to the seed for the purpose of performing the task 

et al., Boksman et 

The signal Xi at region i is estimated from the interaction between the physiological activity Xi: 

in seed k and the gp the linear equation 

where both Xi: and gp are vectors and the Xi: x interaction term is an element by element 

product of Xi: and gpo The main effects (Xi: and gp) are removed from the interaction term and 

..... nun'·r! with the matrix of confounds, G (including effects of motion, activity and low 

to ensure between effects. The main effects and gp), 

the interaction term (Xi: x gp), and are variables in and €j is an error 

term. The coefficient Pi quantifies the contribution of the psychophysiological 

interaction to the activity Xi at region i. 

An example of such a PPI in the number prclce:SSlIlg data could be '-'l1\IV""U the activity at the 

variables in left anterior HIPS and the time course of the Exact Addition task as <OAIJlaJ:H1t'1I1 
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.....,"I.\~,.~~J • ...... al .. ,ul<'Ull:~ the interaction term and the linear for every 

voxel i in the brain, a vector of regression coefficients (/3/s) that would indicate which 

areas of the brain '''F,ll'''''''','''' covary with the in the left anterior HIPS in the context 

of the Exact Addition task. 

If the value of Xi, using is similar to the actual at 

i, it is concluded that i is functionally connected to k in the 

experimental context (Friston et al., 1997), 

PPIs can be understood simply in terms of analysis. of 

the activity at region i on the activity at seed k is quantified by a value and 

ntp'rn1'ptf'rI as the influence the seed region k exerts on i. If changing the eXlperimenl:a 

changes the slope value (and 

therefore the contribution of k on i), a psychophysiological interaction has occurred (Friston 

et 1997). 

PPIs are illustrated statistical maps. Brain areas that have 

rmJ"T"V1nlT activity with seed activity during the task but not during the baseline 

.. nTIt11Tln" (or different difficulties of a are shown and indicate 

significant task contribution from the seed region (Boksman et al., 2005) . 

..... vu,!5u PPI ",no,h,,,;,, can be any it is ideal to use 

factorial imaging where the and physiological variables as well as the 

ps,rcnopl!lys,1010g1lCaI interaction between them are orthogonal by design and therefore will 

not interfere in the regression analysis. However, according to Friston et al. (1997), as long as 

care is taken to remove the main effects from the matrix before the finall"Pcn'p."<:1'{\n 

is performed, unwanted correlation and incorrect conclusions can be avoided. 

A limiting factor of the PPJ tecnnlqule is that it is based on instantaneous 1''''.0'1''''.<:1(11 

and does not take the structure of the time series into consideration. This limits the 

analysis to functional connectivity as nothing can be concluded about the 

causality relating the detected influences (Roebroeck et at, 2005). 
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2.2.4 Granger Causality Mapping 

Granger causality mapping (GCM), originally proposed Clive Granger (1969) for 

temporally structured economic analyses, is used to extract functional and effective 

cormecu'mv information from fMRI data and does not on a model. It is used to 

explore functional relationships in time between a seed region and the rest of the brain. The 

connectivity maps characterise both instantaneous effects between coactivated brain 

(i.e. functional and causal effects (Le. effective connectivity) acting over time 

et al., 2003). Directed, non-instantaneous effects occur if changes in one 

effect in a second at a later point in time. Temporal and spatial 

information inherent in fMRI time series data is 

aur,oregre:ssl\'e (AR) !UV'U'VHL.l.U!,; and 

Various linear univariate and bivariate 

calculated. The current value of a time series x 

own (denoted the given by 

s=l 

Yt = !G1sYt-s + v1t 
s=1 

a combination of vector 

the connectivity maps. 

models of the time series of interest are 

can be from a of its 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

or its own past values and the 

subscript 

values of another time series y (or (denoted by the 

(2.25) 
s=1 

Y,= +v2t 
8=1 8=1 
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Eq.(2.2S) and (2.26) can be written as 

[::J [
Ezs 

s=l H 2s 

where C cov(UZt ' ) and x and y are the fI\1RI time series of two different regions or 

voxels. 

The coefficients F, G and H regress the current value of x or y onto a 

number of past values determined by the order p. Roebroeck and colleagues (200S) used the 

Schwartz Criterion order selection method to minimise error variance and computational 

COltnpJe:x;lty in the model. The terms u and v are measures of residual noise in the estimates 

not the model. have cOITe~;p(].ndmg measures of error variance, namely the 

cross covariance matrices T and Y. It is possible to assess whether time series are 

dependent on one another using these AR models. An ~r.rn'VPTnpl"inthepre~ill(;UCm 

as may result from inclusion of the values of another time 

therefore a reduction in the error variance (Goebel et aI., 2003). 

results in less noise and 

Granger (l969) that cause always prf~CClles effect and that t"'rnn,o,r" 

information in the time series of interest can be ~,,*.I~'+Ari to determine the direction of 

causality. He proposed the use of AR models to predict the current value of a time series x, 

both ... " ......... "15 (Eq.(2.2S}) and not ... "' ........ '.15 (Eq.(2.23» values of another time series y. 

If the pre:Ol(;tl(]m of time series x is the error is 

values of time series y are included in the then the time series y is said to 

cause the time series x Hl,,,,,,.I'.r{)t'('\c et al., 

connected. 

and the time series are said to be "''"'"'''t'''''''''''' 

Extending Eq. (2.2S) and (2.26) by including the current value of the other time series y (or x) 

in the prediction of x (denoted by the 3) yields 
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= (2.28) 

(2.29) 

' .. <I'ncr,>1'" (1969) coined the term instantaneous causality the case for "'A'U11I.11"', the 

current value of time series y, to~~etller with the past values of time series x and y (Eq.(2.28»), 

improves the prediction of the current value of time series x. This directionless influence 

between time series to simple correlation and therefore functional 

(Goebel et 2003). 

Ll1'-H .... U1F, all the information 

the rp,Olrp<:~'lon (denoted by the 

past, present and of the other time series y (or x) in 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

Geweke (1982) implemented Granger causality in the context of AR modelling. He created 

measures of deJ)endeIlce and feedback between the time defined in terms of the AR 

error variance. The measure of linear oel)enOeIlce between time series x and y (Fx,y) is given 

by 

+F.,y. (2.32) 

where is the influence from x to y, is the influence from y to x and includes any 

instantaneous correlation between the two time series. 
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The directed influence from y to x is qu:antlt1e~d the Jo~~arJlthl:n of the error variance ratio 

III by 

in which is the error variance associated with the linear re.ll::re5.S1cm of x on its own past 

and is the error variance associated with the linear of x on the 

of both x and y (Eq.(2.25)). V,""',",Ul'JO; past values of y into the bivariate pre~Ol(:ucm of the 

current value of x can reduce or maintain the error variance seen in the univariate 

pre:CLlc:uon, so that lEI I ?:: I I2L npr,F'Tnlrp the ratio IEjVI will always be than 1 and 

its log,mtblm «Fy->x) in Eq.(2.33)) will be 

A similar explanation holds for the directed influence from x to y, given by the 

( 1~ll 
In IT21 . (2.34) 

It has been shown Geweke (1982) that the directed influence terms and can be 

written as 

(2.35) 

and 

34 
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respectively, which relate the future values of a time series to its current value. 

The instantaneous term Fx.y 

(1969) and is given by 

"'«"UH'~" the instantaneous causality referred to by Granger 

(2.37) 

For example, a reduction in error variance compared to implies that the current value of 

y improved the prediction of the current value of x compared to that obtained the 

past values of x '-' "'''"'''''1 et 

Using Eq.{2.33), (2.34) and (2.37) in Eq.(2.32) yields 

which can be simplified to 

= In(IIJI7;I] Iyl .! 

(2.38) 

the results of Eq.(2.35) and (2.36). x as an "'A'UU~)A"', it is seen from Eq.(2.39) that 

linear involves the in the of the current value of x 

associated with its own values (Eq.(2.23) by past, and future values of 

y (Eq.(2.30»). 

Two time series are linearly independent 0) if and 

and future values of the other time series does not Tnn' ..... nIP. the 

if incorporating past, present 

\A.U'"U''''' of the current value 
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of the time series of interest, i.e. :::: T4 and C 0 (Geweke, 

By "',,,, .... ,,,,,,,1', functional and effective connectivity between two regions at a time 

comparing the time series of the seed region of interest and that of every voxel in the brain in 

a manner), GCM any influence other may have on the interaction 

(Kaminski et 2001). This of common input can be minimised by the 

mappllOg aspect and extending the AR models to include multiple of interest. 

Influence measures between time series can be calculated that are conditional on the other 

rf"tl'IOI1'" in the model. Kaminski et al., propose the use of the directed transfer function 

(DTF) to evaluate the directional influences between any of time series, in the context of 

a multivariate data set It has been shown that the results 

o;ol";"""1A.l in this way can be '''i,o ..... ,..,.i.>ri in terms of 

A limitation of GCM is that it is 'based on the existence of time at the haemodynamic 

level (Abler et 2006). Unless the time at the neuronal level 

survive the temporal imposed the response and ---'--''1--

sampling BOLD measurement, the method will not be useful in "P'PrT1n1 

The detection capacity for directed influence is reduced if the sampling interval (TR, 

measured in differs from the at the neuronal level "u._~u,~ 

in milliseconds). 

Therefore, if the experiment is not set up with the measurement of effective connectivity in 

mind, and the neural are . not long to be into measurable 

haemodynamic fails to extract any directed influence between brain 

re!l:torls v;'IJU'lll>lUlv for the task. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 

fMRl data for two number tasks had been collected in a previous study (Meintjes 

et al., 2007) and was available for A total of 15 8- to 12-year-old 

children with FAS I PFAS and 17 age- and "'''1"",,'''r_ 

matched controls were assessed between May 2005 and October 2006. The children were all 

from the Cape Coloured community in Town, South Africa, which a very 

incidence of alcohol abuse and prenatal (",",VB'en exposure. 

Neuroimaging Assessment 

1 MRI Protocol 

Data was "v •• " .. ,,,,u using a 1.5 T M2lgnetom '"'\11"" .... 1'1'''''' whole body MRl scanner ,,,,,.''-'.11,,,,,, 

Medical :svstem:s. Germany) equipped with a head volume coiL 

structural MR images were acquired in the plane using a three-dimensional inversion 

recovery gradient echo sequence (72 TR == 1900 ms, TE == 3.93 ms, TIll 00 ms, slice 

thickness 2 mm and 250 x 250 mm field of view [resolution 1.4 x 1.0 x 2 fMRI 

functional volumes were acquired with a gradient echo, echo planar .... _,0 .... ,0 

sequence volumes, 20 interleaved slices, TR 2000 ms, TE:::: 50 ms, volume thickness 

5 mm, inter slice gap 1 mm and 230 x 230 mm field of view [resolution 3.6 x 3.6 x 5 mm]), 

which is sensitive to blood ox:yg(ma:tion J~:veJ-Oiepf:noem contrast. 

fMRI Experimental 

Two number fMRl Addition and Proximity 

two numbers is closest to a third 

uo~~emlem ("which of 

"'''''JUi>·Vll et al., were performed by each child 

2006; .U\JUHI'"'' et 2007). Before scanning, each child the tasks in a mock 
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scanner, in order to used to the loud noises and close space of the MRI scanner, 

reducing and la"'Ul"'Ul1'~ timeous of the MRI scans. 

The UU'~ln ..... tasks were programmed E-Prime software (Psychology Software 

Tools, Inc., USA) and the visual stimuli using a data and rear 

projection screen mounted at the foot of the 

using a Lumitouch response system (Photon Control 

bed. The child's response was rp(rid·pr~·rl 

Burnaby, Canada), which was held 

in the hand and with the index and middle The child could talk to the 

examiner an intercom built into the scanner and could the scan in an emergency 

squeezing a ball held in his I her left hand. 

It has been shown that a self-paced block design ", .. r,,'nN'C' the same results during a number 

comparison task as a fixed presentation rate et al, 2007). a self-

paced design was chosen to accommodate the range of mathematical abilities among the 

children in the Each child as many as possible at his I her own 

pace during each 40 s block. A fixation square is for 500 ms at the start of each 

active block and for 500 ms between problems. 

In the Exact Addition task, two numbers are displayed one above the other for 1 s, after 

which two solutions appear horizontally below the two numbers The 

display remains on the screen until the child makes a selection or the 40 s for the block 

expires. Sums are selected randomly from a list in which the solution is never than 12 

and from which tied problems (2 + 2) and sums have been excluded 

(Jacobson et al., 

The child is instructed to add the top two numbers and select the correct answer from 

the two choices displayed below by pressing the button on the same side as the correct 

number. In the control block, the child is shown one non-numeric symbol, followed by two 

non-numeric tii",nl"'ll",;1 horizontally below the first one of which is identical 

to the first symbol U'~,U''''V''''Ll. The child is instructed to press the button on the same side as 

the identical symbol. 
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In the Proximity task, a number is for followed by two 

numbers horizontally below it (Fig.(3.1b», from which the child selects the one 

numerically closer to the initial number. Problems are selected randomly from a list of 1- and 

2-digit numbers. The control block for this task follows the same format but with non

numeric symbols. A symbol is displayed for 1 s, fonowed by two symbols displayed 

horizontally below the first symbol. The child selects the one that is identical to the initial one 

v' '-',3""']:' the button on the side of that et et 2007). 

The visual and response requirements of the number tasks are in the 

control tasks. Paired 40 s blocks of active task and control task are followed by 20 s rest 

periods during which the child is instructed to stare at a fixation square on the 

screen. The blocks are repeated three times and the total length of each experimental task is 5 

min. 

3.2.3 

9 

3 

+ 6 

10 

(a) 

Preprocessing 

8 

9 10 

(b) 

The responses to the number processing tasks were recorded on a computer and 

analysed. Criteria leading to the exclusion of the subject's data included: inconsistent task 

COlmp'lellOn rates between active blocks within a task, markedly faster responses compared 

with sessions in the mock scanner, repeatedly the same 

v .... ,,'''''''' each of the two buttons or an overall task accuracy of less than 66%. The data for 

one child with FAS was excluded because she could not consistently identify numbers 

correctly (Jacobson et al., 2006; Meintjes et 2007). 
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fMRI data analyses were performed Brain (Brain Innovation, version 1.8, 

H.L",,,,, "'.L'-''''<, The and SPM5 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, 2005, Functional 

Imaging Laboratory, TheWellcome Department of Neuroscience, Institute of 

University London, United The first four volumes of 

each run were excluded from the analyses to avoid any transient effects at the start of each 

experiment, leaving 150 volumes to be preprocessed. Slice scan time correction was 

np';-(' .. ..,...~·rI on the data in Brain sinc to correct for the 

continuous acquisition of slices within a volume throughout the time 

(Roebroeck et al., 2005). The functionaI volumes were spatially realigned with rigid-body 

transformations (Le. trilinear estimation and interpolation) to the first volume in the 

middle of the session due to Siemens' interleaved acquisition). The correction 

removes small head motion artefacts from the image (Boksman et 2005). Data that 

exceeded the movement criteria of 3 mm displacement or 3.0o rotation within a functional run 

was rejected. Linear trends and low temporal were removed from the 

data using a high pass filter with a frequency cut off of 3 cycles per time course. 

Each child's functional data sets were "'''E,'''''''''''''U to his I her high-resolution structural MR 

the same scanning so that any functional activation could be 

located and lnt,F'rnT'"t.>n in a resolution anatomical context (Smith, 2001). In to 

average the data across different subjects, all the brain images were spatially normalised to 

Talairach space (Talairach and Toumoux (1988), a linear transform from the 

anatomical images to the Talairach (Smith, The 3.6 x 3.6 x 5 fMRI 

voxels were to the 1 x 1 x 1 mm3 resolution of the iso-voxeled structural .nn,,,,,,,,,. 

An 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) spatial smoothing Guassian filter was applied 

to reduce noise in the data (Smith, 2001). 

After applying the above exclusion criteria and motion C01Tec;tlon, the data for 14 control 

children and 7 children with FAS I PFAS for Exact and 15 control children and 9 

children with F AS I PF AS for Proximity JUC1,gf:ml~nt was available for further analysis. 
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3.3 Regions of Inh", .. ,',,~t 

The vv H1U11-"" fMRI per-tonned by Memtlles et al. (2007) were repleatf~ 

both Brain Voyager QX and SPM5 and yielded similar results. Seed regions of interest were 

identified from tMRI activation maps. 

The activation maps were obtained from group fixed effect analyses of variance using the 

linear model. The time series of each voxel is analysed and cOllIlpared 

with the different predictors of the yielding estimates describe the fit of 

the model to the data. a parameter estimate is high relative to its estimated uncertainty, the 

model fit is significant and there is a believable activation (Smith, The design matrix 

of variables for the number data included based on the 

active and control experimental blocks, convolved by the standard haemodynamic function, 

and the six motion correction as predictors of no interest. The activations in the 

two groups of children's data were examined for both Exact Addition and 

ud:gernel1t by comparing activations between the number and control 

tasks. Voxelwise thresholds (Bonferroni corrected for whole-brain mUltiple comparisons) 

were set to p < 0.001 and p < 0.3 for Exact Addition and p < 0.001 and p < 0.1 for 

"'"15"""""""1<, for the control children and children with respectively. The sij:1;niticaltlce 

thresholds were chosen according to the different amounts of activation seen in the control 

and groups during the number tasks. The cluster size threshold 

was set to 100 contiguous voxels. 

Small regions of interest (of maximum extent 10 x 10 x 10 voxels) were isolated from the 

most statistically significant area within each cluster in the activation maps and reported. Of 

the ROIs those considered important in the number and FASD literature 

were used in further cormeclI'vl 
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3.4 Connectivity Analyses 

1 Inter-region Correlation and (using 

nr~,r_rpOl.m Correlation and Seed-voxel Connectivity concatenated within-task time 

analyses were performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., version 7.3.0.267 

(R2006b), MA, USA) on fMRI data in Brain Statistical 

analyses were performed in Microsoft Excel Corporation, 2002) and SPM5 for 

Inller-l:e2'llOn Correlation and Seed-voxel Connectivity, respectively. 

time course information for every ROI for every subject was extracted from fMRI 

data in Brain Voyager and exported as a text file. The MATLAB algorithms for both 

methods create and use concatenated within-task time series and are repeated for all SUbjects. 

Both involve the time series of interest from the text file and lH<I,U;)ICl"""HY 

adjusting them to remove any confounding introduced by global signal and motion. 

The global is calculated the time course information of all the voxels 

assumed to be in the brain. The motion paJranlellers calculated during pre:pf()Ce:SSHlg of the 

data, describe any translational and rotational motion that occurred during ""'''''''l1J'''5 

.,,,,,,,,,",vu. These confounds are regressed out of the time series of interest. 

The aUliu"'ll;;U time series are into task specific blocks according to the protocol of the 

eXI)er:im!~nt. Every block is shaved of three functional volumes at the stm to account for the 

nac~moa:)'munlic delay inherent in the fMRI response to a in experimental condition. 

Blocks of the same condition are concatenated together to form a single within-task time 

series. The process is illustrated in Fig.(3.2) using timing information from the number 

prCtCellSIrlg tasks. 
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Correlation is performed hel'Wf~en the within-task time series of a region of interest 

and a similar within-task time series of a second of interest 

or between the within-task time series of a of interest and a similar within-task time 

series of every voxel in the brain (Seed-voxel Connectivity). One of the numerical outputs of 

the analysis is a normalised correlation coefficient which describes the 

between the time series of interest. The other numerical output is the slope of a line 

that is fitted to the data, which quantifies the relationship between the time series. 

The resultant correlation coefficient z- and for all sulJ~lects were .. v.,,' .... t .. rt for 

further The lists of z-score values from Inter-region Correlation were 

imported into Microsoft Excel. T-tests were performed to compare the means of the control 

and correlation values. A result < 0.05, corrected 

for the number of different performed) a, ...... ,,,,,..,,.,,]' 

significant group difference in connectivity for the particular inter-region functional 

connection of interest. 

The output of the Seed-voxel ",onm~l,;u 

series is a three-dimensional matrix of 

approach using concatenated within-task time 

values at every voxel for each subject The 

matrices were analysed in SPM5 at a group level. Maps UI1.nlTl_mrnnn connectivity at. 

the contrasts [1 0] and [0 1] where a ,aSH''''''''''''',",'' threshold can be generated 

the first place holder refers to the control children's data and the second place the 

alcoh()l-(:xpos(:d children's data. Group of the connectivity maps the 

contrasts [1 and both masked by the contrasts [1 0] and [0 1] (to exclude areas not 

connected to the should isolate areas of the brain 'more' 'wV'"''.'"''''''''''' slope values 

with greater and I or less in one group than the other. no 

significant differences between groups were possibly due to the small size 

and high inter-subject variation in the alcohol-exposed group. Therefore, an alternative 

method was used. 

A unbiased map for a ROI was using the contrast [1 

1] with all the subjects' data. Small volumes of interest (of maximum extent 10 x 10 x 10 

were extracted from the most part of that appeared to be connected 

to the ROI at p < 0.001. The average slope values for each volume of interest were 

mt(~rr()j2;atea in MA TLAB t-tests to determine whether the connection to the seed 

was within each group (at < 0.05 for the control group and < 0.05 
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for the alcohol-exposed group) and whether it differed between the groups (at p(Bonf) < 

0.05). 

3.4.2 .,,,,,.!>f1_.V{\YPI Connectivity (using all a general model) 

Seed-voxel (using all volumes in a general linear model) was peliolme:d in 

MATLAB and SPM5 using fMRI data preprocessed in SPM5. A MATLAB based 

on linear regression was implemented to a matrix of multiple 

of the algorithm are as regressors for every and every of interest. The 

follows: 

Task regressors are created for each condition in the experimental For '-'uu"'n .... 

regressors were built for the Exact Addition or task blocks, the control 

task blocks and the periods of rest. The regressors are convolved with a haemodynarnic 

response modelled by two gamma functions in which describe the delay and 

tenlPc,raJ smoothing inherent in fMRI data. 

Connectivity regressors are built for each condition from the task regressors and the seed 

region'S time course. The time series of every voxel in the ROI is extracted from the 

pn:prIJcesse:d fMRI data and the average calculated. The average time series is multiplied a 

scaling UUAiJHA .• " .... by a factor of 10 and the mean subtracted. The normalised 

and zero-centred data is regressed of any confounding contributions from motion, global 

. signal or low frequency effects. 

The cleaned seed time course is multiplied by each of the task regressors, l<;;;;) .... ll.ll'~ in a 

connectivity regressor for each condition. The contribution of the task regressors to the 

terms is removed that the regressors are 

onno~~onal1l;eo with to the task regressors. The contributions of UAV'U"JlA, 

signal and low frequency effects are also removed from the connectivity terms. This 

ensures that the columns of the final design matrix remain linearly independent. It has been 

confirmed that the matrix is of full rank which there is no exact collinearity and the 

columns are I,.",,, .. I!,, 1I1Oe:pelnm::t1t. 
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An example of a design matrix for the number prCICe!,SHlg data is illustrated in 

consists of the following column regressors: 

1 3: Haemodynamically convolved mOICK-oe:SHm task regressors for TASK, 

REST 

4 6: Connectivity regressors 

7 - 12: Motion parameters 

13: Global time series 

conditions TASK, CONTROL, REST 

and 

The design matrices were entered into individual statistical analyses in as multiple 

regressors in the linear model. The model was fitted to the fMRI data and 

parameters estimated a restricted maximum likelihood A ReML 

algorithm assumes the same error correlation structure at each voxel and attlempts to make the 

probability of the observed data as as possible (Van Belle et A statistical 

parametric map illustrates the three-dimensional arrangement of estimates across 

the brain at a particular threshold. 

A contrast of [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0], isolating the fourth parameter estlmllte, was chosen 

to extract the COllDf:Cti 

processing task condition. 

between the seed region and every voxel 

The contrast maps from all the were entered into a group 

to the seed 

the number 

in SPM5. Areas 

the contrasts [1 0] 

[01]) were noted and compared with the results of the Seed-voxel Connectivity approach 

that uses concatenated within-task time series. differences in connectivity were 

the contrasts [1 -11 and [-1 1], masked the contrasts [1 0] and [0 1], thereby 

vA'_LUIUUJl15 areas not connectivity to the seed 
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Statistical analysis: Design 

lJe!tlOn description ... 

Iunc:oorlS:hrf 
sess.aons: 1 

per session : 0 
Interscan interval : 2.00 Is} 
High pass Filter : CutofJ: 128 {s} 

Global calculation : voxe' value 
Gmnd mean scaling: specific 
Global normalisation - None 
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nn·nn·\!~lV,\";t:,.',,,a. Interactions 

Like the Seed-voxel approach all volumes in a general linear model, 

Psychophysiological Interaction was uu!-,.",,, .. _.,,,,," in MA TLAB and SPM5 using 

fMRI data in SPM5. A MA TLAB algorithm based on PPI (Friston et 

1997) was run to create a matrix of task regressors, PPI regressors, the seed 

time series and confounds for every subject and every ROI. This is achieved with the 

following 

Ha.errlocLyn.arrllc:ally convolved task regressors are created for the active and control tasks in 

the eX!=lerimelntaJ Rest periods are not modelled in PPI analysis. TberetOr,e. 

for the number processing data, two task regressors were cff~atled; one for the Exact Addition 

or Proximity task and the other for the letter control task. 

Condition ~"'''.r>1f'·Ir> PPI regressors are built from the interaction between the task regressors 

and the seed time course. The zero-centred and cleaned average time 

of the seed ROI is multiplied, in a point-wise fashion, by each of the task regressors, 

creating a PPI regressor for each condition et 2005). The PPI regressors are 

on.no~~ona1l!;eo with to the task regressors, motion, and seed 

time series by to avoid any unwanted correlation between the source area's activity 

and the interaction terms et al., 1997). An example of the matrix for the 

number data is illustrated in and includes columns for the different 

regressors, by 

1 - 2: Haemodynamically convolved OlC)CK-Of:SHm task regressors for CONTROL 

3: 

4: 

Seed time series 

Interaction between the seed 

the entire run (baseline connectivity) 

time series and the TASK condition 

5: Interaction between the seed region time series and the CONTROL condition 

6 11: Motion pru<Ull:eters 

12: Global time series 
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Statistical analysis: Design 

Design description ... 
fun.::tioI:as: hrf 
sessiiOnS: 1 

per session : 0 
Interscan interval: 2.00 fs} 
High pass Filler: Cutoff: 128{s} 

Global calculation. mean VOlel value 
Grand mean scaling: session specific 

Global normalisation : 
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Statisticru 

with 

in SPM5 at the individual level involve the linear model 

regressors described by the matrix to each voxel's time series and 

w"L."U<~Ul"5 a parameter to the fit of the data. 

Different contrasts were to examine different connectivity in the 

data. A contrast of [0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 isolating third parameter estimate (the seed 

region time series the entire run), was used to indicate the baseline level of 

connectivity between the seed and each voxeI. The fourth parameter estimate (the 

Seed x TASK psychophysiologicru interaction), isolated with contrast [000 10000000 

was chosen to find voxels that show significant psychophysiological interaction (increase 

I decrease in with the seed the task relative to baseline. The 

individuru contrast maps could then be entered into a group in SPM5. 

Unlike the Seed-voxel LOinnectlVltY method, REST was not included as a condition in the PPI 

method. It was treated as an implicit baseline by the baseline COlllm:ctl 

seed region's time series during the entire 

regressor (Le. the 

It was found that the above method of PPI generated results that were equivalent to 

those of Seed-voxel all volumes in a linear model) 

appropriate contrasts. The analyses are very except that the Seed-voxel 

method models the 'rest' condition and does not regress out the seed 

time series from the regressors. the contrast [0 0 0 2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0] the factors 2, -I refer to the regressors the 

TASK, CONTROL and REST respectively) in the Seed-voxel 

analysis, any regions that show l',1UHwa.tH covariance with the activity of the seed of 

interest over the time course of the task but not the baseline, can be considered as 

functionally connected to the seed region for the purpose of the task (Boksman et 

aI., and equivalent to the PPI output. 

Thprl"+"""" the Seed-voxel method rul volumes in a linear model), 

with the contrast of [0 0 0 2 -1 -1 0000000], was used to create individuru PPI 

maps which were entered into a group analysis in SPM5. 
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3.4.4 ...... uu.;:;'v. Causality Mapping 

,,-,""U)','''' 1v,"UII,aWl), lTl""n111" was Imlplemente:d in Brain Voyager 

The names of the seed regions of mtl~res~t, e:){pe~n1Jnerltal protocol information and link 

to each individual's functional data were entered into the analysis. The creates a set 

of instantaneous and directed influence causality maps for each condition 

in the file for the number task and control for every specified 

reference of interest. The maps are scaled three-dimensional of the F-

values calculated in the Granger causality (Roebroeck et a1., 2005). The 

instantaneous map shows instantaneous correlation between the reference and voxel (F •. y) and 

the directed influence map illustrates directed influence to and from the reference over the 

brain 

Granger catisallity uU"FI""UF, Imlplemente:d in Brain works at an individual level and 

has no group option. Individual maps were exported in Analyze format and imported 

into SPM5, which normally distributed data to perform group The 

inherently values of the instantaneous maps and abnormal statistical distribution of 

the directed influence maps made any traditional group analysis impossible. 

The difficulty with "n,.I,,'.,nO' individual '-'u.H5' ..... ",C"''''''QUU maps at a group level is a common 

one. Abler and IvU •. l""'J;;U'~II (2006) peI101'll1(xi mapping for twelve 

using custom software written in MA TLAB and 

table form. It was not a group comparison, as such. 

the individual results in 

As neither Brain 

individual 

QX nor SPM5 could be used to perronm group on the 

.... a •• """lH,Y maps, this was halted and no results were achieved. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Selection 

Addition 

Tables and (4.2) list the of interest (including name, mean Talairach 

coordinates, and size 1000 extracted from all the clusters 

increased brain activation at the selected significance and cluster thresholds during 

the Exact Addition task compared to the control task for the control children and the F AS I 

PF AS group, ,. .. .;,,,,pr·t> 

of interest chosen for further functional connectivity based on their 

importance in the number processing and F ASD literature, are indicated an asterisk. For 

the Exact Addition data, they include the left anterior HIPS, left posterior HIPS, anterior 

HIPS and bilateral precuneus in the parietal lobe, and left precentral sulcus and bilateral 

n",or", • .,,,,. medial frontal cortex in the frontal lobe. 

Judgement 

The results of fMRI analyses on the Proximity data collected for the 

control children and the children with FAS I PFAS are tabulated in Tables (4.3) and (4.4), 

The regions of interest (including name, mean Talairach t-

l:>L<tUl:>Ll\.<l:>, and size 1000 voxels» were isolated from clusters in the activation 

maps showing increased brain activity at the selected and cluster thresholds 

during the Judgement task compared to the control task. 

"""']<,l~'"'' of interest chosen for further functional connectivity analysis are indicated by an 

asterisk. The of interest include the right anterior HIPS, left 

bilateral precuneus and left gyrus, while the frontal include the left precentral 

sulcus and bilateral nr..,r" • .,,,,. medial frontal cortex. 
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Region x y z Size Maxt 

Parietal 

L horizontal sulcus; anterior" -44 -42 34 230 6.3 

L horizontal intraparietal sulcus; posterior* -31 -65 38 883 7.4 

L gyrus; posterior end -8 -44 18 587 7.2 

R,L -6 -61 3:: 998 9.6 

Frontal 

R dorsolateral cortex 29 47 19 222 6.2 

L dorsolateral cortex -23 44 19 938 8.7 

L dorsolateral cortex -38 27 19 650 6.8 

L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex -36 37 7 996 9.2 

R,L medial frontal cortex; posterior -2 20 36 1000 9.9 

L superior frontal gyrus -6 ]5 53 928 8.6 

L sulcus* -45 II 30 912 8.2 

L superior frontal sulcus -28 8 49 842 8.0 

R,L middle section of cingulate gyrus 0 0 33 262 6.6 

Occipital 

R superior oocipitallobe 15 -95 14 445 7.1 

Insula 

R anterior insula 29 19 688 7.8 

L anterior insula -30 19. -2 ·855 7.5 

Basal ganglia 

R head of caudate nucleus 15 8 10 205 6.3 

L head of caudate nucleus -15 3 11 590 7.3 

+ p(Bonf) < 0.001; t(min) 5.67; cluster threshold 100 voxels 

* of interest chosen for further functional connectivity 
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activit~ during the Exact Addition task comgared to the control task+ 

Region x y z Size MaxI 

Parietal 

R· horizontal intraparietal sulcus; anterior* 30 -48 37 509 5.7 

L horizontal sulcus; anterior -33 -52 37 497 5.7 

L gyrus I posterior end of superior temporal sulcus ·31 ·70 21 185 5.1 

L gyrus -5 -32 20 266 5.2 

R cingulate gyrus 15 -33 35 414 5.4 

L precuneus -10 -70 26 882 5.8 

Frontal 

R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 34 51 10 607 5.8 

R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 35 44 27 351 5.1 

L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex -27 45 20 806 5.9 

L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ·29 44 34 317 5.2 

R,L medial frontal cortex; posterior* 0 20 34 993 6.8 

L sulcus -36 13 30 900 6.9 

Occipital 

R,L cuneus -2 -81 18 653 5.8 

R cuneus 8 -77 28 862 6.0 

R cuneus / calcarine sulcus 8 -77 12 836 6.6 

L cuneus / calcarine sulcus -14 -66 9 795 6.3 

R lingual gyrus 9 -72 5 980 6.7 

L parabippocampaJ gyrus -8 -24 586 6.3 

Insula 

R anterior insula 29 22 7 899 7.3 

R claustrum I central insula 31 2 899 6.7 

L anterior insula spilling into claustrum I central insula ·28 22 7 993 7,1 

L claustrum I central insula -32 8 4 885 7.5 

Other 

R anterior cerebellum 20 -32 -35 .412 5.6 

L anterior cerebellum -22 -35 -36 363 5.8 

R,L -11 -47 -15 653 6.6 

R,L pons I midbrain I thalamus 0 -20 -13 845 8.4 

+ p(Bonf) < cluster threshold 100 voxels 

'" interest chosen for further functional 
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Region x y z Size Maxt 

Parietal 

R horizontal intraparietal sulcus; anterior* 41 -43 44 522 7.7 

L horizontal intraparietal sulcus; posterior* -28 -68 37 958 7.6 

R,L precuneus -2 -65 35 996 8.4 

R precuneus 33 -80 33 883 8.2 

Insula 

R anterior insula 30 20 4 260 6.6 

L anterior insula -28 20 3 770 7.5 

Frontal 

R dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 40 45 20 727 7.3 

L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex -21 51 11 292 6.5 

L dorsolateral prefrontal cortex -36 41 7 622 7.6 

R,L medial frontal cortex; posterior" 22 42 940 8.1 

L precentral sulcus and middle frontal gyrus* -43 14 31 977 8.4 

R superior frontal sulcus 22 13 44 325 6.3 

L superior frontal sulcus ·27 12 48 783 7.8 

R superior frontal sulcus 21 23 38 802 6.9 

Occipital 

R,L cuneus -4 -59 17 634 7.1 

+ p(Bonf) < 0.001; t(min) = 5.69; cluster threshold 100 voxels 

* of interest chosen for further functional connectivity 
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Region x y z Size Maxt 

Parietal 

R angular gyrus 37 -59 31 943 6.6 

L angular gyrus * -38 -62 32 996 8.2 

R,L precuneus * -3 -56 30 1000 8.5 

R,L gyrus 2 -35 35 781 6.1 

Frontal 

R dorsolateral cortex 25 55 11 872 6.9 

L dorsolateral cortex -24 55 10 816 7.6 

L dorsolateral cortex -44 41 9 580 6.1 

L middle frontal gyrus -35 20 43 471 5.9 

R medial frontal cortex; anterior 14 48 10 193 5.4 

L -11 26 36 291 6.3 

+ p(Bonf) < 

* Regions of interest chosen for further functional analysis 

4.2 

4.2.1 

LLH~'-'~';'<VU Correlation was performed between the of interest chosen for their 

prevalence in the number IJ"J"',","''''UF, literature. For the Exact Addition 

comparisons were for all combinations of the left anterior left pastem::>r 

HIPS, right anterior bilateral precuneus, left prt:centraJ sulcus and bilateral Dm;terlOr 

medial frontal cortex. Similarly, for the Proximity ud:gernellt data, the right anterior 

left posterior bilateral precuneus, left an!~UUif gyrus, left precentral sulcus and bilateral 

posterior medial frontal cortex were compared with one another. The t-tests peIt0I1ll€~ on the 

mean z-score in Microsoft Excel no significant differences in functional 

connectivity between the control and alcohol-exposed groups for any of the 

combinations for either Exact Addition or 
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4.2.2 Seed-voxel Connectivity (using concatenated within-task time series) 

Exact Addition 

Significant connections (quantified by the value) to the seed of interest during 

the Exact Addition for both the control group (at p < 0.05, and the alcohoI-

eXJ:'os~~ group P < 0.05, are reported in Tables (4.5) and (4.6), for the 

and frontal seed regions, respectively. Any differences in connectivity between the 

groups (at p < 0.05, corrected) are indicated by an asterisk. 

In the control children's data, the parietal seed show the following connectivity: the 

left anterior HIPS shows parietal connectivity to the right anterior HIPS and left precuneus 

and frontal connectivity to the left gyrus. The left HIPS shows pmlet:al 

connections to the HIPS and bilateral precuneus and frontal connections to the 

left superior frontal sulcus and middle frontal gyrus. The right anterior HIPS seed 

shows functional connectivity to the left anterior HIPS, parietally, and right middle frontal 

gyrus and left The bilateral precuneus seed shows v .... v .... , .. 

COll1m~cIlvny to a bilateral gyrus area and bilateral gyrus. 

The frontal seed regions show the following connectivity in the control children's data: the 

left precentral sulcus shows frontal connections to the middle frontal gyrus, bilateral 

and left anterior insula and n<>'M"t<>1 connections to the bilateral anterior HIPS and left 

~U;SUA'~ gyrus. This is illustrated in the statistical parametric map in although the 

results in Table (4.6) were obtained based on volumes 

of interest identified from a combined control I alcohol-exposed connectivity map in SPM5. 

The shows frontal connections to the left precentral gyrus and bilaterally to anterior 

insula, frontal gyrus and DLPFC. 

In connectivity in the group of children is less extensive at the 

chosen threshold. The left anterior HIPS seed region shows frontal COlme:cnVl 

to the left medial frontal gyrus, while the left HIPS shows to 

the bilateral precuneus. The anterior HIPS shows connectivity to the left anterior HIPS. 

The bilateral precuneus seed region shows connectivity to the left angular gyrus. The left 
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1-""' .... " ... <" sulcus seed region shows no "'Fo'.HU',",UU connectivity. The pMFC seed region 

shows connectivity to the left 1-'1"''"''''''.''' 

frontal cortex and DLPFC. 

gyrus and bilateral ,",V",,,,,,,.,, to the superior 

Controls 

SPM{T1gl 

3.57S400 {p<OOO1 (unc.)} 
Exlentlhreshold k '" 30 voxels 

5 

10 

15 

20 

0.5 

58 
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University of Cape Town

Seed of interest Volume of interest Controls+ 
Mean Standard Mean Standard 

deviation 

Parietal 

L HIPS; anterior -44 -42 34 R HIPS; anterior 48 -37 40 0.202 0.138 

L precuneus -12 -46 43 0.170 0.102 

L gyrus -39 -4 43 0.158 0.121 

L medial frontal gyrus -18 32 31 0.225 0.072 

L HIPS; -31 -65 38 R HIPS; 33 -58 43 0.362 0.207 

R,L precuneus -3 -64 34 0.327 0.266 0.329 0.157 

L frontal sulcus -30 11 52 0.335 0.126 

R middle frontal gyrus 39 26 31 0.267 0.125 

R,L precuneus -6 -61 31 L gyrus -33 -67 34 0.193 0.159 0.252 0.100 

R angular gyrus 33 -67 34 0.217 0.149 

R,L gyrus; 0 -43 19 0.494 0.247 

R HIPS; anterior 30 -48 37 L HIPS; anterior -30 -49 37 0.374 0.176 0.316 0.122 

R middle frontal gyrus 33 17 31 0.272 0.131 

sulcus -42 11 28 0.230 0.188 
+ " ___ .... _..l at p(Bonf) < corrected for 



University of Cape Town

Seed region of interest Volume of interest 
Mean Standard Mean Standard 

deviation 

Frontal 

L precentral sulcus -45 II 30 R middle frontal gyrus 42 23 25 0374 0.161 

R,L medial frontal cortex; .0 20 40 0344 0.278 

L anterior insula -30 23 4 0.231 0.192 

L gyrus -27 -67 31 0.191 0,100 

L HIPS; anterior -27 ·49 43 0,175 0.146 

R HIPS; anterior 30 ·52 43 0,209 0,144 

R,L medial frontal cortex; 0 20 34 R insula; anterior 36 II 0,251 0,109 

L insula; anterior -36 11 0,251 0,199 

L gyrus -48 5 31 0.194 0.166 0.220 0,080 

R dorsolateral cortex 27 44 22 0.269 0.189 

L dorsolateral cortex ·27 44 22 0.261 0.204 0.241 0.093 

R superior frontal gyrus 27 38 31 0.212 0,145 0.374 0.186 

-24 38 28 0.174 0.142 0.305 0,142 
+ n ___ ~_-' -< _/n __ &\ - n n4: corrected for 
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Proximity Judgement 

Tables (4.7) and (4.8) list slgmlicalilt connections \"I",,;AUAU1 ... '" by the slope value) to the 

"",,""'T<>. and frontal seed l<;;J;;lUl." of "'~''''''P,ot the Pn)xilmit:V 

task for both the control and alcohol-exposed groups (at p < 0.05, corrected). Any significant 

differences in connectivity between the groups p < 0.05, are indicated by an 

asterisk. 

In the control children's data, the right anterior HIPS seed region shows parietal connections 

to the left anterior HIPS and bilateral HIPS with frontal connections to the 

middle frontal gyrus. The left HIPS shows to the right 

posterior left anterior HIPS and bilateral precuneus, and frontal connectivity to the left 

frontal sulcus. The bilateral precuneus seed shows bilateral connectivity to 

the gyrus and gyrus, and frontal connectivity to the middle 

frontal gyrus and left precentral gyrus. Connectivity to the bilateral precuneus seed region in 

the control children is illustrated in the SPM in the results in 

Table (4.7) were obtained based on volumes of interest identified from a 

combined control I alcohol-exposed connectivity map in SPM5. The left AG shows parietal 

connections to the right 

left middle frontal gyrus. 

gyrus and bilateral precuneus, and frontal connections to the 

The frontal seed regions show the following connectivity patterns in the control children's 

data: the left sulcus shows frontal to the sulcus and 

left anterior insula, and connections to the left gyrus and bilateral precuneus. 

The pMFC shows frontal COlllll(~Ctl:Vlty to the bilateral anterior bilateral anterior 

dorsolateral pr(~tf()ntal cortex. 

Slightly different connectivity ""t,tp"", appear in the alcohol-exposed children's data at the 

chosen significance threshold. The parietal seed regions show the following connectivity: the 

anterior HIPS shows connections to the left anterior HIPS and bilateral 

pm;terlor HIPS. The left HIPS shows to the 

left anterior HIPS and bilateral precuneus. The bilateral precuneus seed region shows 

bilateral connections to the bilateral angular gyrus. The left angular gyrus shows parietal 

connections to the right angular gyrus and bilateral precuneus. The frontal seed regions show 
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the following '-'VlJlll"'~'U in the alcohol-exposed children's data: the left pr~:central sulcus 

seed region shows frontal connectivity to the precentra1 sulcus. The bilateral pMFC 

seed region shows fronta1 connectivity to the bilateral anterior '"'H.M .... ' ... '''"' cortex and diffuse 

areas in both and left middle frontal 

and the left middle gyrus is 

Controls 

SPM{T22} 

One of the connections between the pMFC 

different between the groups. 

oon!rast(s) 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Design matrix 

statistica1 parametric map (using concatenated within-task time series) for the bilatera1 
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Seed region of interest Volume of interest 
Mean Standard Mean Standard 

deviation 

Parietal 

R HIPS; anterior 41 ·43 44 R HIPS; 27 -67 37 0.257 0.181 0.348 0.189 
L HIPS; anterior ·42 43 43 0.306 0.152 0.328 0.194 
L HIPS; -27 -67 37 0.229 0.210 0.276 0.141 
R middle frontal gyrus 27 5 49 0.284 0.182 

L HIPS; posterior ·28 -68 37 L HIPS; anterior -39 46 43 0.205 0.153 0.276 0.154 
R HIPS; 30 -70 37 0.432 0.229 0.525 0.166 
R,L precuneus 0 -61 34 0.408 0.232 0.380 0.170 
L frontal sulcus -30 8 52 0.259 0.131 

R,L precuneus -3 -56 30 L -48 -58 31 0.306 0.230 0.389 0.162 
R 45 -61 31 0.378 0.175 0.396 0.089 
R,L gyrus; 0 -34 31 0.265 0.203 
R middle frontal gyrus 27 11 46 0.150 0.122 

L gyrus -39 14 37 0.167 0.130 

L amrular gyrus -38 -62 32 R gyrus 39 -69 34 0.337 0.192 0.410 0.090 
R,L precuneus 0 -61 37 0.460 0.241 0.410 0.198 

-39 17 28 0.212 0.157 

+-n - _., at D(Bonfl < 0.05. corrected for 



University of Cape Town

Seed of interest Volume of interest Controls· 
Mean Standard Mean Standard 

deviation 

Frontal 

L Drecentral sulcus -43 14 31 R sulcus 45 14 31 0.293 0.229 0.398 0.254 

L gyrus -33 ·67 31 0.225 0.164 

R,L precuneus 0 ·61 31 0.273 0.250 

L insula; anterior -27 20 4 0.243 0.130 

R,L medial frontal cortex; 1 22 42 R insula; anterior 27 20 4 0.185 0.147 

L insula; anterior -30 20 ·2 0.310 0.194 

R,L anterior cortex ·3 38 22 0.410 0.216 0.350 0.190 

R dorsolateral cortex 27 44 25 0.331 0.274 

R middle fronlal gyrus 33 29 34 0.444 0.218 
L middle fronlal -33 29 34 0.423 0.147 

-45 8 37 0.267 0.142 

+ n. __ ••. " .< p(Bonf) < corrected for 

* C;n";f;,...,,,,t difference in connectivity between the control and alcohol·exDosed groups at <0.05 
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4.2.3 Seed-voxel Connectivity (using volumes a general linear 

Fig.(4.3) and (4.4) show examples of statistical parametric generated using both Seed-

voxel approaches using all volumes in a linear model compared to 

concatenated time for the seed regions left sulcus in 

Exact Addition and bilateral precuneus in Proximity Judgement, respectively. 

The results are very similar. This qualitative assessment, <UU"VL.I':U not rigorous, confirms the 

similarity between the two which are based on the 

same theory. Apparen~ differences in the functional connectivity maps may be due to 

thresholding effects on the different content 

of the maps. 

paJranleu~r estimates compared to slope 

Seed-voxel LOllW::ClJLVll analysis all volumes in a linear model) did not yield 

any differences in cOIlllecti'vi between the groups, for the seed of interest. This 

shows either a lack of differences in functional connectivity between the groups of 

children during the Exact Addition and Proximity or failure the method 

to group analysis with the small sample size of the alcotu)H~XPOSI~d 

group (seven and nine in Exact Addition and Judgement, respe(~tiv'ely 

Owing to the known similarity of the and aOl)arent .,.uu ...... ,1 of the results between 

the two Seed-voxel Connectivity aPl)rOactles, this method all volumes in a 

linear was not further. 
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4.2.4 Psychophysiological Interactions 

Tables (4.9) (4.10) list the volumes of interest that show psychophysiological 

interactions with the chosen seed '_ .. ,'~'W of interest at an uncorrected p < 0.01 during the 

Exact Addition and Proximity respectively. The volumes of interest that 

show significant PPI connectivity to seed regions of interest at p < 0.05 are indicated 

by an asterisk. 

The bilateral pMFC seed shows a aniTi('~nt PPI connection to the right 

cingulate in the control children during the Exact Addition task, illustrated in Fig The 

anterior HIPS seed shows a '''5UUJ'vaJU PPI connection to the left posterior 

'"''''6"'''''''-' gyrus in the control children during the Proixinlity 

Fig.(4.6). 

ua~~erntent task, illustrated in 

No '''I'',lluu,run PPI COtltnec:tlVI 

exposed children at p < 0.05 

found. 

with the chosen seed rpen n.", was found in the alcohol-

Similarly, no PPI group differences were 
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Controls 

SPM{T19} 

.I2EC-C·Rest Connectivity 
Heighlilireshoid T 5.717589 {p<O.05 (FOR)} 
Extent threshold k =- 2 voxels 

5 

10 

15 

20 

0.5 1.5 2 2.5 

Statistics: 

ITIIIITIIIITIII 

a .001 II IL001 0.003 0.003 8.17 5.29 0.000 6 -54 21 

=92929.3 
VWne: 1531575; OO"~l>1l11fXB!!1: 
Voxel size: 3.03.03.0 ITIIIITIIIITIII; (resel '" 29.21 voxeIs) 
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fO' 
~o .... 

Controls 

a£ 5 

SPM{T22} 10 

SPMreswts: .\2P J-C-Rest Connectivity 
Heighllhreshold T ,,6.242177 {p<005 (FOR)} 
Extentlhreshold k 0 mxels 

15 

20 

oon1mst(s) 

0.5 1.5 2' 2.5 
maIrix 

statistics: 

mmmmmm 

IL007 2 0.041 0.058 0.026 6.37 4.75 0.000 -12 -36 30 

ExpedIld voxe!s per c.usaer, 
ExpedIld nldler ofdusler!i. <c>:: 0.16 
ExpedIld t;JJse disalwry rate, (= 0.03 

9.7 nmnmmm;3.13.1 
VoLme: 1513458; 56054 voxeIs; 1570.4 
Voxel siZe: 3.0 3.0 3.0 nm nm nm; (reseI:: 31.93 voxeIs) 
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Table 

Seed Volume of'interest Controls+ 

L precentral sulcus 45 12 33 R middle frontal gyrus 21 30 42 5.11 

R precuneus 24 -45 48 4.17 

L medial frontal gyrus -15 -15 51 6.94 
L precuneus -6 -54 42 4.25 

R,L medial frontal cortex; posterior 0 30 42 R 6 -54 21 8.17 

L middle gyrus -39 -63 27 5.07. 

R middle gyrus 33 -81 6 4.47 

R horizontal sulcus; anterior 33 -54 45 R,L precuneus 0 -48 54 4.54 

L horizontal intraparietal sulcus; -30 -69 48 R caudate nucleus; 12 15 9 4.39 
L caudate nucleus; -3 12 9 4.03 

R,L precuneus -3 -69 42 inferior parielallobule 39 -36 36 4.93 

-3 -6 66 3.48 

6 -6 72 3.45 
Reported at p < 0.01 = 2.51; cluster 

:I: ~;" .. a:-;,.." .... PPI connectivity at p < 0.05 



University of Cape Town

Seed Volume of interest 

L sulcus and middle frontal gyrus ·48 15 33 L precuneus ·9 -48 36 5.96 
R,L medial frontal cortex; 0 24 48 L precuneus ·15 -60 30 5.86 

R precuneus 9 -66 27 3.87 
R horizontal intraparietal sulcus; anterior 45 -42 48 R inferior parietal lobule 45 -57 36 6.24 

L gyrus; -12 -36 30 6.37 

L horizontal intraparietal sulcus; -27 -69 45 L precuneus -12 ·51 30 5.36 
R posterior cingulate 9 ·48 24 4.53 

R,L precuneus 0 -63 42 L inferior parietal lobule -33 ·39 45 4.26 

L middle frontal gyrus -39 15 30 4.17 
L gyrus -51 3 27 3.97 

Reported at p < 0.01 uncorrected; (min) = 2.51; cluster threshold 100 voxels 
'" Significant PPI connectivity at p < 0.05 cluster threshold 2 voxels 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Selection of Regions of Interest 

The regions of interest extracted from the fMRI activation maps for further connectivity 

analysis were chosen for their prominence in number processing literature, as well as their 

importance in the findings of the fMRI study of number processing in children with FASD 

performed by Meintjes and colleagues (2007). 

In the fMRI analysis of the control children's data, the activation of the anterior HIPS 

appears to be right lateralised during the Proximity Judgement task and left lateralised during 

the Exact Addition task. This is consistent with results reported by Stanescu-Cosson et al. 

(2000). The anterior HIPS, in both hemispheres, have been shown to be involved in non

verbal representation of quantity (Dehaene et aI., 2003; 2004). In order to investigate the 

functional connectivity to these regions and possible differences in connectivity between the 

groups of children, seed regions in the left and right anterior HIPS were extracted from the 

control and alcohol-exposed Exact Addition activation maps, respectively, and a seed region 

in the right anterior HIPS was extracted from the control Proximity Judgement activation 

map. 

The left posterior HIPS, which is significantly activated during both number processing tasks 

in the control children and shows significantly less activitation in the alcohol-exposed 

children during both tasks (Meintjes et al., 2007), has been implicated in visual short-term 

memory storage (Todd and Marois, 2004). Any functional links between this area of the 

posterior parietal cortex and frontal I prefrontal areas, responsible for maintaining this 

storage, are of interest. 

The bilateral precuneus and adjacent posterior cingulate cortex (forming a medial parietal 

region) have been found to be active during arithmetic fact retrieval (Gruber et aI., 2001) and 

semantically cued word retrieval (Fletcher et al., 1996). The bilateral precuneus is 

significantly activated during both number processing tasks in the control group. However, it 

is the significantly greater activation of the bilateral precuneus spilling into the posterior 
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cingulate gyrus in the alcohol-exposed group COJmDare~ to non-exposed controls the 

Judgement task ,~.~_~ .. ,,_~ et at, that led to this chosen as a 

seed of interest for functional COJrlm~C[llVU,V analysis. 

The gyrus (AG) was not activated in the control children either 

task but was activated by the children both on the 

left in Exact Addition and bilaterally in Proximity Judgement. The left AG is known to be 

involved in lan,guagf:-rnieOJlan:o processes, verbal number manipulation (Simon et 

al., 2002; Dehaene et 2003), and the apparent absence of activation in control children at 

the chosen significance threshold and presence of activation in children with F ASD 

warranted further connectivity analysis. 

The consistent activation of the left precentral sulcus in the control children's data 

during both number processing tasks is in with and colleagues (2001), who 

that the region is involved in the developmental of number. In 

comparison, the absence of significant activation the selected thresholds) of the left PCS 

in the alcohol-exposed children during both number processing tasks and significantly less 

activation of the left PCS Proximity Judgement compared to the control children 

VU""UILJ""" et al., may be indicative of abnormal functional to the 

and therefore, worth analysing further. 

The bilateral DOI,tell-Or medial frontal cortex (pMFC) showed activation in the 

non-exposed controls both number tasks and less activation 

in the alcohol-exposed children during Proximity Judgement but not during Exact Addition 

(Meintjes et al., 2007), possibly indicating different degrees of error during 

peI10rmance of the different tasks (Ridderinkof et al., 2004). The was chosen as a 

seed region for further COJnm~t1lvn:v 

functional ''''''''''''U''J'U between the 

Ridderinkhof and (2004). 

to 

and 
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5.2 Connectivity Analyses 

Pair-wise of correlation yielded no significant differences between 

the groups. The lack of results indicates an absence of significant connectivity 

differences between the groups in the functional connections tested for the Exact Addition 

and number tasks. It emphasises that a pair-wise 

cmnp;ari1,on method is limited when little is known about the expected connectivity and 

better suited to the case where a LlVI,U""I". based on a priori model, is available for 

An such as Seed-voxel Connectivity may be more 

when to assess functional connectivity to more than' a few regions of 

interest or in cases where a model for is absent. 

Functional of a network of parietal and frontal areas, particularly the 

dorsolateral cortex (DLPFC), is predicted to be responsible for number prc)Ce:SSlllji!, 

in adults (Chochon et al., 1999; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 20(0). However, 

connections from the seed regions to the DLPFC were not found in the control 

children either Exact Addition or Proximity Judgement tasks. This 

seemingly contradictory, tends to agree with the findings of Scherf et al. ,~~,~v" who 

determined that children only weakly recruit the DLPFC and parietal areas involved in 

Uli'.rlc"n.., memory in seeming to favour a compensatory network, which includes the 

caudate nucleus and anterior insula, until functional specialisation has occurred 

adolescence. 

Various .. "s" .... , ............ frontal functional connections to the precentral and middle frontal 

were found both number processing tasks. In their me~ta-anal of human fronto

networks for space and Simon et al. found 

activation of the left gyrus and left middle frontal gyrus calculation 

with the bilateral middle frontal gyrus also active during attention tasks. 
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The left posterior HIPS, reportedly involved in visual short-term memory storage (Todd and 

Marois, 2004) showed frontal connectivity to the left superior frontal sulcus in both Exact 

Addition and Proximity Judgement tasks. Todd and Marois (2004) suggest that the working 

memory function of the frontal I prefrontal cortex helps in the consolidation and maintenance 

of the visual short-term memory stored in the posterior parietal cortex. The left superior 

frontal sulcus, in particular, has been shown to be active during an arithmetic computation 

task (Zago et al., 2001) and specialised for sustained activity during spatial working memory 

(Courtney et aI., 1998). Klingberg and colleagues (2002) have suggested that functional 

interactions between the intraparietal sulcus and superior frontal sulcus are involved in 

visuo-spatial working memory in adults and, to a lesser degree, in children. 

Exact Addition 

In the Exact Addition task, the control children's Seed-voxel Connectivity results seem to 

confirm the pattern of fronto-parietal connectivity expected in number processing tasks (e.g. 

Chochon et al., 1999; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000). The parietal seed regions, in general, 

showed connectivity within the parietal lobe, believed to be responsible for number 

representation and processing, and connections to frontal lobe areas, believed to playa non

numeric supportive role (Menon et aI., 2000). 

When either left or right anterior HIPS was chosen as the seed region, significant 

interconnections between them were found, possibly illustrating dual involvement in the 

quantitative representation of number (Dehaene et aI., 2003). In Dehaene's model, number is 

represented initially bilaterally in the HIPS although in some studies activations tend to be 

stronger in the left for calculation (e.g. Stanescu-Cosson et aI., 2000). 

The left anterior HIPS showed frontal connectivity to the left precentral gyrus. A similar 

fronto-parietal connection was proposed to exist by Simon et al. (2004) after noting a 

number of arithmetic studies that show simultaneous activation of the left HIPS and the left 

precentral gyrus, particularly during calculation (e.g. Chochon et aI., 1999; Zago et al., 2001). 

Monkey studies have shown strong functional connections between the ventral intraparietal 

area (VIP) and premotor area F4 (Rizzolatti et al., 1998). Therefore, Simon et al. (2004) 

propose that the precentral gyrus in the human is homologous to the F4 premotor area in the 
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monkey and th"rpt,nr .. 

calculations. 

functionally connected to the HIPS for the purpose of performing 

The right anterior HIPS seed showed a frontal connection to the left sulcus, 

which has been shown to be involved in the developmental acquisition of number, related to 

finger (Zago et 2001). In the right anterior HIPS and left posterior 

HIPS seed to areas in the middle frontal gyrus, which have 

been shown to be active tasks attention (Simon et 2004). 

Although the left anterior and HIPS seed showed to areas in 

the precuneus in control children's data, the bilateral precuneus seed region showed 

connectivity to the more and inferior bilateral gyrus and bilateral po:steIlor 

"u."' .... ', ....... gyrus. The functional connection to the bilateral gyrus can be 

understood in terms of the of Gruber and colleagues (2001), who found the medial 

region, encompassing the bilateral precuneus and adjacent cingulate cortex, 

to be in arithmetic fact retrieval calculation tasks. The retrieval of facts 

stored in verbal memory is believed to be the function of the angular gyrus (Dehaene et 

2003) and the connection with the bilateral precuneus may indicate the presence of a fact 

retrieval network. 

The left PCS showed a pattern of fronto-parietal connectivity in the control children's data 

the Exact Addition task with frontal connections to the contralateral right middle 

frontal gyrus, bilateral pMFC and left anterior insula and connections to the bilateral 

anterior HIPS and left gyrus. This seems to show that the left PCS is functionally 

linked to areas involved in both manipulation and confll1lling a 

fundamental and intricate involvement in number processing (Zago et at, 2001). 

The bilateral pMFC, believed to be involved in the supportive function of error 1TI".nilrnriincr 

et al., showed frontal It showed functional 

connections to the left gyrus, found to be active calculation tasks l Ulo<:non 

et 1999; et 2001; Simon et 2004) and to the frontal 

found to be activated in a range of tasks including calculation and visuo-spatial working 

memory (Zago et al., 2001; Simon et aL, 2004). In addition, the pMFC showed bilateral 

connections to the anterior which are believed to be associated with the retrieval of 
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names of familiar objects, including et al., 2000), and the middle dorsolateral 

cortex (DLPFC), believed to be involved in response selection and execution 

2004). The close functional association between the and Df(~tf(>nt.aJ 

cortex suggested by Ridderinkhof et al. is supported by the extensive 

functional seen. 

The children showed less extensive connectivity during the Exact Addition 

task at the threshold chosen, as indicated the fewer connections For 

vA<uUI"v, the left posterior HIPS showed connecti vity to the bilateral precuneus but 

no frontal connectivity at the chosen threshold. the bilateral pMFC seed 

showed connectivity to the left bilateral superior frontal and left 

precen,tral gyrus but not to the right DLPFC or bilateral anterior insula. The left pn:ce1otr:aJ 

sulcus seed showed no frontal or connectivity. The 

connection that was in the but not seen in the control 

",.lln .... "u, was between the left anterior HIPS and left medial frontal gyrus. 

Although the result of less extensive functional 

children's data suggests different functional cOimectivi 

in the 

compared to the 

no significant differences between the groups were found in the Exact Addition The 

small number of in the group in the Exact Addition 

and reduced the power to detect group 

differences. 

Proximity 

As for Exact the control children's data for the Judgement task showed 

an expected of fronto-parietal connectivity Chochon et al., 1999; Stanescu-

Cosson et 2000). The seed showed more extensive connectivity 

an increased number of connected to the seed 

within the lobe than the Exact Addition task. For the right anterior 

HIPS seed showed extensive parietal connectivity contralateral functional 

connectivity to the HIPS region, encompassing both anterior and posterior HIPS, and 

ipsilateral functional connectivity extending to the HIPS. Similarly, the left 

posterior HIPS showed connectivity to the left anterior and right posterior HIPS. 
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This a link between the of number (function of 

the anterior HIPS et al., 2003)) and visual short-term memory storage (function of 

the HIPS (Todd and Marois, 2004) Judgement processing that 

was not seen Exact Addition processing. 

For the control children's data, as in Exact the anterior HIPS seed 

showed frontal to the middle frontal gyrus 

which has been shown to be active during tasks U''':IlUllU'15 attention (Simon et al., 2004). 

The bilateral precuneus seed region, which did not show any frontal connections in Exact 

Addition, exhibited symmetrical fronto-parietal in the control children's 

Proximity data. It showed the same connections to the bilateral angular 

gyrus, which is believed to be involved in verbal prclcei'lSHlg of number (Dehane et 2003) 

and cortex, which is believed to be involved in arithmetic fact retrieval in 

conjunction with the precuneus (Gruber et 2001). the bilateral precuneus seed 

region also showed frontal connections to the middle frontal gyrus, shown to be active 

during tasks attention (Simon et al., 2004) and left sulcus, believed to be 

involved in the mediation of numerical knowledge et 2001). 

The left CU!15I.U<U gyrus seed region, chosen for its presence in the alcohol-exposed children's 

activation shows fronto-parietal connectivity in the control children's data. It showed 

parietal connections to the contralateral right angular gyrus, which has been shown to be 

coactivated with the left an!~uhrr gyrus during an exact calculation task, especially when task 

,",UJ'UI-"J.o;;ll,llJ! was increased (Menon et and bilateral precuneus, which is believed to 

be involved in arithmetic fact retrieval et The left angular gyrus showed 

frontal connections to the left middle frontal gyrus, found to be activated during calculation 

and attention tasks et al., 2004). The absence of connectivity to the HIPS 

regions may indicate independence of the gyrus from the quantity manipulation 

function of the HIPS and if so, may tentatively agree with the Dehaene and colleagues (2003) 

model of distinct neural circuits in the parietal cortex responsible for different number 

processing functions. 

The left 

Proximity 

sulcus showed less extensive connectivity 

udJgernellt than Exact Addition in the control children's data. 
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absences of '''5UH:'",aJlU parietal COlnn(~C[l to the bilateral anterior HIPS and 

frontal to the are noteworthy, H'~"""UHjll': different de~~re<!s of 

involvement of the left precentral sulcus in the neural networks responsible for 

Judgement and Exact Addition The results may suggest the possibility that 

circuits number AW" .. ,..,,,,,,,",,,, (and therefore functional connectivity with the left 

pn:centraI sulcus) are less Judgement, which can be performed based 

on an intuitive sense for relative et al., Dehaene et al., 2004). 

In the control children's data, the bilateral pMFC seed region showed similar connectivity to 

the bilateral anterior insula and DLPFC seen in the Exact Addition data but no 

significant to the left DLPFC. The functional between the bilateral 

pMFC and anterior cingulate cortex a common involvement in response error 

monitoring et aI., 2004). 

By contrast, in the alcohol-exposed children's data, the u" .... 'Vuu seed region showed 

extensive functional connectivity to the bilateral middle frontal gyrus for the 

Judgement not seen in the control children's results. One of the 

connections to the left middle frontal gyrus was significantly different between the groups. 

The left middle frontal gyrus has been shown to be activated calculation tasks and 

tasks attention (Simon et 2004) while the right middle frontal gyrus has been 

shown to be activated during tasks only requiring attention et aI., 2004). The 

significant functional connectivity between the bilateral pMFC and bilateral middle frontal 

gyrus seen in the alcohol-exposed children may indicate a for additional 

attention networks for task completion 'VVJ'UIJCU\.'U to non-e:xDos,~d controls. 

In the functional connectivity analysis of the alcohol-exposed children's Proximity 

Judgement data, the parietal seed regions showed extensive intra-parietal connectivity but no 

significant frontal at the statistical threshold. Similarly, the frontal seed rpO'1ny.<;: 

showed frontal but no This seems to imply less 

extensive rrontc,-p,mf:tal COlrlmx:tllvny in a..t"'·UU'LlI-f:Xf),osed children to controls. 

Only one significant group difference was found in the Proximity data and it was 

between the frontal areas bilateral pMFC and left middle frontal gyrus. The small sample 

size (nine children in the Judgement 

variability is assumed to have affected the statistical power of the 
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The significant PPI result for the Exact Addition data indicates that the interaction of the 

activity in the bilateral 

highly correlated with the 

seed and Exact Addition task relative to baseline was 

seen in the posterior cingulate. This is a functional 

connection not seen in the Seed-voxel results (using concatenated within-task 

time but which functional connection between the bilateral 

pMFC, believed to be for error monitoring (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) and 

posterior cingulate. believed to be in the arithmetic fact retrieval (Gruber et 

2001), both necessary functions for the correct ,",VJ'Ul,JlO;;;L.1UU of a calculation task. 

Similarly, the interaction of the task context and activity in the 

anterior HIPS seed seems to have contributed to the activity seen in the left !',-,.>LV,.,,,,. 

cingulate gyrus. Although extensive intJrapari(~tal Inter-region Correlation was found 

the Proximity Judgement task, parietal from the right anterior HIPS seed region 

to the left posterior V'''6"''"'V gyrus was not isolated. The PPI connection infers a functional 

link between the right anterior 

representation of number 

forms part of the medial n~"p.t>ll 

facts (Gruber et al., 2001). 

believed to be involved in the quantitative 

and left cingulate gyrus, which 

assumed to be involved in the retrieval of arithmetic 
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6 Conclusion 

The objective of this study was to examine the functional brain connectivity of control 

children and chifdien with foetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) during two number 

processing tasks. A primary aim was to determine normal functional connectivity involved in 

the performance of Exact Addition and Proximity Judgement tasks using the control 

childien's fMRI data. A secondary aim was to investigate the functional connectivity seen in 

the alcohol-exposed childien's tMRI data and compare it with the control children's 

functional connectivity results. 

Functional MRI data, previously collected by Meintjes and colleagues (2007) in an tMRI 

activation analysis of control children and children with FASD during number processing, 

was available for analysis. Different functional connectivity methods were studied and 

implemented in Brain Voyager QX, MA TLAB and SPM5 software packages. 

Regions of interest were isolated for their functional activation during the number processing 

tasks, prevalence in the number processing literature and importance in the tMRI activation 

analysis findings of Meintjes et al. (2007). Pair-wise comparisons of Inter-region Correlation 

yielded no significant differences in functional connectivity between the groups of childien 

for the regions chosen. The exploratory functional connectivity methods proved more useful 

in the investigation of functional connectivity to the seed regions of interest. 

Seed-voxel Connectivity analysis of the control childien's data showed a pattern of fronto

parietal functional connectivity similar to that predicted in the number processing literature 

for adults (e.g. Chochon et al., 1999; Stanescu-Cosson et al., 2000). Of particular interest is 

the lack of expected fronto-parietal connectivity to the DLPFC. However, this finding may 

be explained by an observation that childien do not seem to activate a network of parietal 

and DLPFC areas in working memory tasks to the same degree as adults (Scherf et al., 2006) 

Psychophysiological Interaction analysis emphasised the contribution of areas in the 

posterior cingulate, believed to be involved in arithmetic fact retrieval (Gruber et aI., 2001), 

in the context of number processing. 
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The alcohol-exposed children showed less extensive functional connectivity, particularly 

franta-parietal, than the control children in both number processing tasks at a corrected 

significance threshold, but few significant group differences. The small sample size of 

alcohol-exposed subjects (seven and nine in the Exact Addition and Proximity Judgement 

tasks, respectively) is presumed to have affected the power of the statistical analysis. 

This study has contributed information about the functional connectivity seen in control and 

alcohol-exposed children during Exact Addition and Proximity Judgement number 

processing tasks. The less extensive fronto-parietal functional connectivity seen in the 

alcohol-exposed children compared to the non-exposed controls may explain some of the 

functional activation differences reported (Meintjes et aI., 2007) and behavioural and 

cognitive deficits observed in alcohol-exposed children. However, the results are 

inconclusive and further studies with more alcohol-exposed subjects are necessary. 
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